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The New “Old CCC Camp Spur Trail”
by Tom Reimers

L

ast October I received a phone call from Molly Adams, a member of an organization called Friends of Robert H.
Treman State Park. She asked me if I would be interested in building a hiking trail through an area where Camp
SP-6 of the Civilian Conservation Corps existed from 1933 to 1941. Some remains of the camp are located in
woods between the Old Mill and the Finger Lakes Trail in upper Treman Park.
According to a history of the hamlet of Enfield Falls researched and written by Cayuga Trails Club member Neil
Poppensiek, Company 1265 once consisted of more than 100 young men who lived in the CCC camp. They first lived in
tents, but the tents were later replaced by barracks; additional structures included mess halls, latrines, shower buildings, a
central flag pole ringed by painted rocks, and a swimming hole. The CCC men built cabins and stone walkways, steps,
and walls in Treman as well as Buttermilk Falls and Taughannock Falls state parks. (See photo below on left of
commemorative plaque located on a rock just off the FLT about 100 yards south of Woodard Road.)
Since I love building and maintaining hiking trails, I couldn’t resist Molly’s request to build the trail. I met with Park
Manager John Guilford to get permission for the trail, which he enthusiastically
granted. On October 13 John, Neil, Ed Hart, Michael Turback, and I scouted
and flagged a route for the trail. What a treat that expedition was as Neil and
John pointed out remaining artifacts of the old camp, much of which was
hidden under vegetation. Less than a week later Ed, Michael, Joe Dabes, Roger
Hopkins, and I “worked” for several hours clearing the new trail which passes
several historic sites and structures and follows the bank of Fishkill Creek with
its beautiful cascades. Joe measured the trail at 0.41 mile with his GPS unit. I
paint-blazed the trail on October 20. The Cayuga Trails Club will continue to
maintain it.
The Old CCC Camp Spur Trail not only provides a walk through history,
but it also makes a beautiful connection between the Finger Lakes Trail and
facilities of upper Treman State Park (e.g., toilets, drinking water, telephone, Coke machine). The previous connection
was Woodard Road and the park entrance road. The new trail can be accessed from the Finger Lakes Trail by the stone
monument a short distance south of Woodard Road or from the stone steps on the right side of the Old Mill. Look for the
orange blazes. The park manager said he would eventually install interpretive signs along the trail. Until then, keep your
eyes open for building foundations, a stone stairway, stately Norway spruce trees
planted there in the 1930s, and parts of a dam across Fishkill Creek that created the
swimming hole. A short blue-blazed side trail passes by a perfect row of tall cedar
trees along remains of a stone wall and ends at the base of the flag pole. Those
rocks encircling the flag pole are still there. Just behind the present Old Mill (in use
from 1839–1916, see photo on right) the trail goes by an old bridge abutment (you
can barely make out the abutment on the other side of the creek; this long-vanished
road section once was part of nearby Thomas Road) and through a flat, relatively
treeless area which was the mill pond. There’s a small museum inside the Old Mill
telling the history of New York’s CCC camps, including Camp SP-6. Lots of
history and beauty here, so check it out! Editor’s note: See page 8 for a circa 1934
photo of the CCC camp
.

President’s Report
by John Andersson

W

e like to think the Cayuga Trails Club is vital to the Finger Lakes Trail Conference, and we are.
However other hiking clubs also contribute. FLTC Board members and officers, organize and
participate in FLTC events, and of course build and maintain trail. How can the FLTC ensure
we are working together? One attempt is the “Club Leaders Summit”, a gathering of representatives from hiking clubs and FLTC leaders. We met at Virgil Town Hall on November 4 for our
second summit in four years. CTC co-presidents (Phil Dankert and I) and Trails Chair Gary Mallow
participated. Highlights I’d like to share include (thanks to Irene Szabo for the meeting summary):
Increased trail visibility such as roadside signs at trail crossings in three counties; FLTC and club displays at the
DEC log cabin at the State Fair; three modest mentions in Backpacker magazine; articles on the FLT published in ADK
statewide magazine and in NY Conservationist.
Increased worker recognition: “Weed Warrior” trail worker recognition includes rockers all the way up to 1000
hours of service. The description of other awards will become a section on the FLTC’s upcoming revamped website,
where one can see award descriptions and criteria.
Increasing level of planning by the FLTC Board. President David Marsh reported on the Board’s aiming to envision
the future goals and actions that will keep the organization healthy, protect the trail corridor, and ensure the trail’s
continuation for all to enjoy.
Trail protection projects such as the “Emerald Necklace” project, initiated by the Finger Lakes Land Trust, covering
a host of potential open space projects in a partially protected swath from Finger Lakes National Forest south and east to
state forests southeast of Ithaca, which is also the route of our trail.
Increased Publicity with a new publicity volunteer. In addition, Jay Zitter (CTC member!) has been spearheading an
ambitious project to share this trail with the world at large, through citations in county tourism brochures, displays at a
few local information sources, and a network of county reps who distribute brochures to key locations. The FLTC has
five free local “teaser maps” available in towns where the trail is especially close: Ellicottville, Mt. Morris (where the trail
passes the FLTC office!), Watkins Glen, Hammondsport, and Naples. The totally new and larger color format magazine
has been a wonderful ambassador for the Trail Conference.
Increased submission of club activities to the FLT News, such as Annette Brzezicki’s history of Foothills Trail Club
and Mary Coffin’s description of an ADK-Onondaga kiosk dedication.
We were also reminded to improve in areas such as:
Landowner relations. Suggestions for clubs to institute landowner relations programs within their groups, if not
already done: annual note of appreciation, which also reminds owner HOW to get in touch with steward or club so that
little annoyances don’t build up into major irritations over time!
I can’t help but note how our area and members contribute so much to the statewide efforts! There is room for more
people to participate – and how appropriate that a new year is beginning with our Annual Meeting and election of officers
coming in January. Will you help the CTC and the FLTC protect and improve our trail? Ask any officer how! See you on
the trail!

You Are Invited!
Cayuga Trails Club Annual Meeting and Luncheon
Sunday, January 28, 2007
Ramada Inn, 2310 North Triphammer Road, Ithaca.
Cash bar at Noon, lunch at 1:00 p.m.
Look for a mailing with registration and meal details in December.
The afternoon event will feature annual committee reports, election of officers for 2007, Oscar winners for
distinguished service, and a presentation on, “Fire Towers of New York” by Warren Johnsen and Jacqui Wensich.
Contact Marsha Zgola if you have any questions at (607) 546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.
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Welcome New Members!
by Suzanne Cohen

Cindy Golos

Tim Jones

Kim McAlear

Joan Harmon

Rod Jude

Nancy Medsker

Ryan Jeske

Steve Kettelle

Barbara Yang

Robert Kuehn and Janis Graham

Did you know … we are the “Cayuga Trails Club Incorporated”?
by John Andersson

W

hile Ithaca area hikers organized the Cayuga Trails Club in 1962, it was not deemed to be free from sales taxes
until 1977. We had to do this in order to receive title to the Reiman Woods, subject of a future article. The
Club’s archives include correspondence between Dorothy Evans and the IRS in 1968 issuing an Employer
Identification Number. A “determination of exemption letter” from Federal income tax was sent to Mrs. Claire
Tallman in 1977, determining that the CTC is an organization described in section 509 (a)(2) of the Internal Revenue
Code. The letter explained that the CTC is not subject to excise taxes, and donors may deduct contributions to the CTC.
This was confirmed by a letter dated May 23, 1980, from the IRS stating the name of the organization is Cayuga Trails
Club Inc., date of exemption letter May 1977, Exemption granted pursuant to 1954 Code section 501(c)(3) as an
organization described in section 509(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Thanks to Club Archivist Barbara Morley for searching out these documents!

2007 Adopt-A-Highway Dates
by Vito Brancato

T

he dates have been set for our Adopt-A-Highway Clean ups in 2007. Our two mile stretch of highway along New
York State Route 366 will be ready for us come spring time after a long winters rest. The clean up dates in 2007
are: April 28, (Saturday) at 10:00 a.m., June 26, (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m., August 28, (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m.
and October 27, (Saturday) 10:00 a.m. If you have any questions about the Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway
program contact Vito Brancato at (607) 272-8851 or vito.brancato@gmail.com.
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Hike Reports
Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #515
♦ Date: October 28, 2006
♦ Location: Finger Lakes Trail and a Portion of the Abbott Loop Trail
♦ Leader: Edith Cassel

F

ive members went on this four-hour rainy-day hike on the Finger Lakes Trail and part of the Abbott Loop, from
Route 96B to Michigan Hollow. Carol Mallison, Tom Reimers, and Edith Cassel from Ithaca were joined by Sarah
Elbert and Karen Turnheer from Danby. The larches near the Tamarack Lean-to still had their golden needles. The
nearby spring had clear water, but it was not running generously as it used to. On the way Tom told us about trail
building history (such as moving the trail away from beaver dams). From Sarah we learned about mushrooms. We saw
wild turkeys on our drive to the starting point, and an abandoned Junco's nest near some tree trunks where we had lunch.
In spite of rain and drizzle we all felt very good being out, and were ready to leave a cheerful note in the trail box near
Michigan Hollow Road but the box was occupied by a mouse who had shredded the book to build a nice warm, dry nest.

Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #516
♦ Date: November 4, 2006
♦ Location: Near Alpine Junction, Tompkins County
♦ Leaders: Don Wilson and Ed Hart

A

total of 21 enthusiasts enjoyed a beautiful Autumn 5 mile
hike looping through Pony Hollow Creek. Ed Hart and Don
Wilson shared their GPS generated topographical maps of
the area, and Andrew Sleeper shared an 1895 USGS map showing
how our route originated from an abandoned wagon road. Incidentally this 1895 map is the famous map that fails to show Hendershot Gulf (therefore the "lost gorge") across the road from our
Pony Hollow Creek trailhead. The group enjoyed a combination of
trail hiking and bushwhacking back to the headwaters of the creek, and then alongside this remote and seldom traveled
creek. Lunch was at the historic graveyard on Irish Hill Road in the Arnot Forest. Consensus was that we might want to
do this again as a future Cayuga Trail Club hike.

Special November Hike Report
♦ Date: November 11, 2006
♦ Location: Finger Lakes National Forest, Schuyler County
♦ Leaders: Jennifer Wilson and Marsha Zgola

T

he weather forecast called for rain, and an exceptionally rainy
fall ensured a muddy route, but 25 brave hikers set out Nov. 11
from Parmenter Road to walk along the Interloken Trail in the
Finger Lakes National Forest, Schuyler County. Only two hikers
dropped out, by original design, and the rest completed the 12 miles in
reasonably good time, amid a gradually increasing drizzle. The two coleaders, with Marsha Zgola in the lead and Jennifer Wilson rounding
up the stragglers, attempted to keep the band together, as is possible some years. Alas, the group naturally split into two,
regrouping only briefly at a mid-point public picnic area for lunch and photography. Even a walkie-talkie system
implemented for the first time this year did not close the widening gap between those racing the worsening weather and
the more sociable and nature-appreciative among the band. Marsha and a reliably good soul, Jonathan Bernstein, were
waiting at the end on Burnt Hill Road to make sure that everyone had a ride back to their cars spotted at the start. Thanks
to everyone’s cooperation on this post-daylight-savings-time endurance hike, a final woodland jaunt was enjoyed before
the start of shotgun hunting season.
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Winter Hike or Snowshoe at Lick Brook, Walk, Look and Learn Hike #517
January 14, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Sweedler Nature Preserve at Lick Brook, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart Plaza, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 12:30 p.m.

S

tretch your winter legs and enjoy the fresh air on a mid-winter, Sunday afternoon. Chris Proulx will lead a hike or
snowshoe (conditions permitting) in the Sweedler Nature Preserve at Lick Brook. Lick Brook has several large
waterfalls, one of which is over 140 feet high. One of the most heavily used portions of the Finger
Lakes Trail also runs through the preserve. We will do a short, three mile, out-and-back walk through the
Preserve. We will take the opportunity to enjoy the views of Inlet Valley as well as looking for signs of winter wildlife
activity. The hike will include several steep grades so hikers should be prepared for the conditions with sturdy boots, and
if required, snow shoes. Dress warmly, and in layers, and bring a high energy snack and liquids.

Cornell Plantations Snowshoe or
Hike, Walk, Look and Learn Hike #518

Upcoming
January Hike

February 25, 2007 (Sunday)

January 20, 2006 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Location: Cornell Plantations, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Place: Cornell Plantations Horticultural
Center parking area at Caldwell Road and Forest
Home Drive
♦ Meeting Time: 9:45 a.m. (we will start promptly at
10:00 a.m.)

♦ Location: Cayuga Trail along Fall Creek
♦ Meeting Place: Sunset Park, Cayuga Heights (just
off Wyckoff Rd.,below the intersection with Cayuga
Heights Rd.)
♦ Meeting Time: 10:00 a.m.

W

e will hike along the western portion of the
Cayuga Trail, traveling approximately 3.9
miles from Varna, along Fall Creek, through
Cornell University campus and ending up at the Stewart
Avenue bridge. The hike is a mixed bag of wilderness
enchantment and urban appreciation. Our trip will
include a stop at the Cornell Plantations winter garden.
Plantations staff describe the garden by saying, “For
those who believe that the winter landscape lacks color
and interest, a visit to the Mullestein Family Winter
Garden may change their minds.” Hikers will meet at
Sunset Park and shuttle to our starting point at the
Liddell Laboratory on Freese Road in Varna. If you
prefer the challenge of hiking down and back up again,
meet us at the Lab at 10:20 a.m. For more information,
contact Carol Mallison: gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com
or (607) 564-3396.

T

his easy-to-moderate outing will cover diverse
habitats found at the eastern end of Cornell
Plantations, totaling about 3.5 miles round trip.
We will combine the beginning of the Arboretum
Loop with the Fall Creek Path, Morgan-Smith Trail, and
the Park Loop. This would be a good opportunity for
those who have always wanted to try snowshoeing. Of
course, depending on the snow cover, this might end up
being a hike.
Please bring water and snacks and dress in layers.
Contact Phil Davis at pmd8@cornell.edu or (607) 2725461 if you have any questions about this event.
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Upcoming February Hike
February 10, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Art Kopp Trail, Schuyler County
♦ Meeting Place: EMS Parking Lot, near Tops Market, Meadow Street in Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m.

N

othing is quite as dramatic as the view down into the Glen Creek Gorge in the dead of winter, located in rural
Schuyler County west of Watkins Glen. It's a steep, almost cliff-like decline framed by old hemlocks usually
loaded with snow, which serve to hush all sound except that of the wind gently swaying the trees. On a clear day,
the whole landscape sparkles with reflected sunlight on the ubiquitous ice which coats the rocks, trees, and of
course the creek itself, which is far below your feet. This view will be the conclusion of the hike, ending at the upper
section of Watkins Glen Park.
We will meet to carpool in Ithaca, then travel the hour or so to Maple Lane, which is up in the Sugar Hill section of
state forest west of Watkins Glen. Along the way, cars will be left at our end point, on Townsend Road near a park access
road. The total distance will be approximately 7.5 miles. This may be a rigorous hike, depending on snow cover. If we
have enough snow, snowshoes will be a must. You can expect to return back to Ithaca in late afternoon. Bring plenty of
fluids, a snack or sandwich, dress in layers, and bring extra socks. If you have any questions, please contact Gary Mallow
at garymallow2004@yahoo.com.

General Membership Meeting Notes October 22, 2006
by Sigrid Connors

T

he Rice Conference Room at the Tompkins County Health Department was the venue for this year’s General
Membership Meeting of the Cayuga Trails Club. Sixteen members and guests enjoyed the dish-to-pass dinner and
meeting. Co-President John Andersson called the meeting to order and explained that election of a nominating
committee, consisting of one board member and two members, was the only action required. Jim Connors made a
motion to appoint CTC Board member Marsha Zgola, and CTC members Jennifer Wilson and Joan Jedele as the 2006
Nominating Committee for the 2007 slate of officers. Motion was seconded by Jonathan Bernstein and passed
unanimously. After announcements of upcoming events the official meeting was concluded. John Andersson shared
pictures taken at Vrooman’s Nose from his recent Bristol Hills hike series. Then Rogers Hopkins shared dramatic video
captured while attempting to secure a creek bridge on his property in Lansing. The video shows the force of the flood
waters and debris sweeping the bridge away. He reported that he was able to track pieces of the bridge all the way to the
creek outlet on Cayuga Lake. Next year hopefully a different location will attract more members to enjoy good food
company and enjoy the shared stories on the trails.

“Guide to the Plant Communities of the Central Finger Lakes Region”
by Sigrid Connors

nyone who has hiked the trails and wished they had a handy guide to the plants in
our own backyard would enjoy this 2006 publication. Authors Charles L. Mohler,
Peter L. Marks and Sana Gardescu set out to provide an introduction to the major
plant communities in our region. The guide describes the diverse plant communities found in Dry Upland, Moist Upland and Floodplain Forests as well as Swamp
Forests, Open Wetlands and Bogs west to the Catherine Creek State Wildlife Management Area, east to Lime Hollow and north to the Montezuma National Wildlife
Refuge including a number of sites on the Finger Lakes Trail. The next time I’m on the
trail wondering the name of a tree or fern I’ll be able to use this handy guide to quench
my curiosity. The guide can be purchased for $17.95 at The Bookery in Ithaca, NY or
online at www.nysaes.cornell.edu/store/catalog.

A
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Trail Chairman Reports
by Gary Mallow Trails Chairman

Thanks to Jonathan Berstein

T

to count. Thanks, Jonathan, for all the work you've done
in 2006!

hanks to trail adopter Jonathan Bernstein who,
together with another volunteer, installed a steel
cable on our bridge over Tug Hollow Creek on
the Melveney property off Logan Rd. in Schuyler
County on November 17th. The cable is securely attached to two sturdy trees and runs through holes drilled in
the bridge supports. Barring a three foot wide hemlock
coming downstream with next spring's floods, the bridge
should hold. The cable should prevent our bridge from
ending up in downtown Watkins Glen during high water.
Jonathan is also responsible for clearing many of the
dead-falls we encountered this year, including a huge
oak down across the trail just west of the Stevenson Preserve in November. He is one of our two certified and
trained sawyers, and has been out on too many projects

Trail Adopters

J

une Meyer and Lincoln Brown have taken on the
section in Connecticut Hill from Todd Road to
Ridge Rd. (otherwise known as one of the three
Connecticut Hill Roads). June and Lincoln have
been out on their section this year. Thanks for taking it
on along with the horse travel on your section.
I am looking for a volunteer to step forward to adopt
the Buttermilk Falls spur, a nice section of trail that runs
from the main Finger Lakes Trail near the Lick Brook
Preserve to Upper Buttermilk Falls Park. This is the section of our trail that is closest to Ithaca and it would be
very convenient for someone from Ithaca to adopt.

Work Project

T

om Reimers led a group of volunteers in building a new trail that runs for just under 1/2 mile from the old grist mill
in upper Treman Park to the junction with the Finger Lakes Trail just off Butternut Creek Road. There is a very
pretty orange blazed main trail that runs along the bank overlooking Enfield Creek, and a blue blazed spur. A
number of artifacts from the old CCC camp can be seen along the way, and Park Manager John Guilford has promised
some interpretive signs to explain them. Tom is calling this the Old CCC Camp Trail.
Just past the Old CCC Camp Trail, the Cornell Outdoor Education class (COE) did a fantastic job improving a steep,
muddy, wet, and otherwise disagreeable section of trail with a series of log stair steps, stone steps, larger logs staked in
position to prevent erosion, and a sluice to direct runoff from a small stream-let off the trail. I counted no fewer than 35
log stair steps. The kids really did a wonderful service for hikers there, and they seemed to have a great time doing it.
Cayuga Trails Club purchased the stakes at a cost of $60; the labor and all other expenses were provided by the students
without cost.
It is now therefore possible to do a short loop of maybe 1 and 1/2 miles from the upper Treman parking
lot, out on the old CCC Camp Trail, to the newly improved FLT, to a park service road, and then to the upper gorge trail
and back to the parking lot. A nice little jaunt for a short after-work or evening hike before dark.

A Parting Note …..

D

ecember was Phil Dankert’s last meeting as Co-President and I'd like to publicly thank him for his contribution to
the hikers, runners, and skiers who use our trails. In his role as Co-President, I could always count on him for his
support and guidance. Whenever I came across something difficult or sensitive, Phil had no
problem taking the bull by the horns resolving the problem. In addition to his leadership as Co-President, Phil has
been a frequent volunteer on most of the trail projects I've coordinated over the past two years, and a few side projects that
he and I have worked on in between that very few people know about. One of his most important contributions has been
his effort to maintain a steady source of income for the club from the sale of our trail guides. He is one of those guys who
doesn't get a lot of recognition, just gets the job done. I have appreciated his help and support. Phil, thank you and we
better continue to see you on the trail.
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A light snow dusts the roofs of barracks at Civilian Conservation Corps Camp 39, Company 1265.
Enfield State Park near Newfield, New York – November 1934. See story on page one. Photo courtesy of Joan Cooke submitted by Neil Poppensiek.

Trail Maintenance Reports Due

I

f you're one of our 40 trail adopters, please remember that your report of hours worked on trail maintenance is now
due. The hours spent working and traveling to and from your section are aggregated in a series of reports that go to the
Finger Lakes Trail Conference and onward to funding sources from there. The hours we spend can really add up,
and they help get us funding for valuable improvements to our trail like: lean-to's, bridges, picnic tables and other trail
improvements, so please be prompt with your report this year.
You may report your hours in one of four ways. Send it by way of the new form on the new Cayuga Trails Club
website, by email to Trails Chairman Gary Mallow at: garymallow2004@yahoo.com, by phone at: (607) 564-7938, or by
U.S. Postal Service mail at: 79 Bank St., Newfield, N.Y. 14867.
Special recognition goes to early returns on hours worked from trail adopters Charles Marquardt, Neal and
Diane Melveney, Phil Dankert, June Meyer and Lincoln Brown.
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Excerpts of the December 5, 2006 Cayuga Trails Club Board Meeting
by Chris Proulx

for volunteers to help with a project in the FLNF.
Phil will write a letter from the CTC in support of
the grant application for the protection of the FLTC
trail corridor as part of the Emerald Necklace project.

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.
Treasurer’s Report: Jack reviewed the balances of
our accounts. Dues revenue is higher than budget,
and higher than most years. Sales of the guidebook
have been brisk to date and we are up to fifteen distributors.
Checking balance: $2699; Savings balance: $3,257;
CD Balance: $22,858

Newsletter Report: Deadline for the next newsletter
is December 15. Jim reviewed the revised/improved
cost structure since we started with the new vendor.
In addition, the delivery times are faster since our
vendor mails it from the bulk mail center in
Rochester.

Co-President’s Report: Phil wrote a letter commending the work of several students on upgrading a
trail section in Treman. FLTC held a Club Leader
Summit with representatives of several hiking clubs.
Phil, John and Gary attended on our behalf.

Publicity Report: Carol reported that the Ithaca
Journal ran a great article about our new trail guide.
Carol has sent a version of that article to twenty area
publications; we do not yet know if it has been
picked up in all of them. The FLTC also has a new
publicity coordinator. John suggested that we send a
clean copy of the Ithaca Journal article for the archives.

WLL Report: Carol reported that she is developing
the schedule of hikes for 2007 and we need more
hike leaders for early in the year. Carol raised the
issue that we need to do a better job of ensuring that
we keep the full group of hikers together—
especially with larger groups. Suzanne suggested
that it is standard practice for the hike leader to
ensure that there is a sweep. John suggested that we
should provide hike leaders with set of guidelines to
assist them in conducting a hike. Carol, Chris, and
Phil will work on this issue and report back.

Highway Cleanup Report: Vito has identified four
dates for 2007 cleanups: April 28 (Saturday, 10am),
June 26 (Tuesday, 6:30pm), August 28 (Tuesday,
6:30pm), and October 27 (Saturday, 10:00am).
FLTC Update: Phil attended a presentation by a
project team from a CU marketing course on whether the FLTC could increase its business memberships, sponsorships, and partnerships.

Finance Report: John has located copies of our key
incorporation papers. He will send a summary of the
information to Suzanne to include in the administrative section of the web site. We need to begin
the budgeting process for next year and suggest
amounts for committees to Jack.

Old Business
Annual Dinner: The annual meeting will be held
January 28 at the Ramada. Suzanne will follow-up
with Gary to see if he was able to line up the speaker.
Chris moved to set the price at $10 and have the
Club subsidize $5 of the total cost per person. Jack
seconded. The vote was unanimous.
CTC partnerships: Chris will follow-up with Phil
to make sure that everything we might do in this area
is not in conflict with the FLTC’s efforts.
Long-term management of resources: John will
set a January meeting of this committee.

Membership Report: Suzanne reported that we
have 199 memberships; an increase of 12 since the
last meeting. She also distributed drafts of our renewal form.
Social Report: Marsha reported that the dish-to-pass
event in October was rather sparsely attended. John
suggested that we secure a new location next year.
Trails Report: The report highlighted two trails
projects that were completed in Treman State Park,
including a new spur trail. In addition, the new
bridge over Tug Hollow Creek has been secured
with steel cables. COE has agreed to adopt an open
section of trail on Abbott Loop; no other sections are
open for adoption. Gary also reported on the need

New Business
Committee Chairs and Officers: It is assumed that
committee chairs will be renewed for 2007 unless
chairs inform John to the contrary.
Next meeting dates: February 6 and April 3.
The meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m.
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Who’s Who in the DEC?
by Dave Forness NYS Department of Environmental Conservation Region 7, Cortland, NY

This article was originally published in the1999 Winter issue of Cayuga Trails. It was reprinted then with permissions from the author and Talk of the Trail, newsletter of Adirondack Mountain Club-Onondaga Chapter.

T

he New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) is charged
with a wide array of responsibilities related to
the protection of New York State’s environment with duties as varied as the environment
itself. To accomplish all these duties, the department
employs engineers, enforcement officers, foresters,
heavy equipment operators, surveyors, land
appraisers, educators, and lawyers, to name a few. It
is no surprise that the general public is often confused as to who does what.
As outdoor recreationists, you will probably
come into contact at one time or another with DEC
conservation officers, foresters, forest rangers, fish
and wildlife biologists, operations employees, and
land appraisers. The following description of their
duties might make it easier for you to understand
their responsibilities.
Foresters and forest rangers have very different
roles in the department but are also the two groups
of professionals the general public most often
confuses with one another. DEC foresters and
forestry technicians are charged with the management of over 3.9 million acres of state-owned land
including forest preserves, state forests, and unique
areas. Their roles on these properties include protecting and enhancing the general health of the forest
ecosystem including soils, streams, wildlife, and
endangered species while providing forest products
and a wide variety of recreational opportunities.
DEC foresters and forestry technicians grow
millions of tree seedlings at the DEC’s Saratoga
Tree Nursery for sale at cost to the general public.
Their work also extends past public lands. DEC
foresters give private landowners forest management
advice, help communities enhance their urban
forests, and offer technical assistance to forestrelated industries to promote environmentally sound
harvesting and manufacturing practices. Foresters
have few regulatory or enforcement functions unlike
the forest rangers.
DEC forest rangers are peace officers with
powers to enforce all state laws and regulations with
an assignment and emphasis on enforcing environmental conservation law on all lands administered
by the DEC. This includes state forests, unique areas,
and wildlife management areas. Fire prevention and
control and search-and-rescue work on all forested

areas of the state are also responsibilities which are a
major part of a ranger’s job.
DEC environmental conservation officers, ECOs,
comprise another branch of law enforcement professionals in the department. Environmental conservation officers are police officers with exactly the
same powers as our New York State Troopers;
however, their assignment is the enforcement of
environmental conservation laws. The role of an
ECO began many years ago as a game protector.
They still perform these traditional duties including
the enforcement of laws related to hunting, fishing,
trapping, and trespassing on private property. They
also enforce regulations on the commercial harvesting, sale, transportation, or exportation of fish,
wildlife, or protected plants. The job of ECOs has
grown through the years. They are now charged with
the investigation of timber theft on private property
and also have a strong role in pollution prevention.
This includes the enforcement of statutes relating to
pesticide and waste disposal and landfills.
Your outdoor recreational pursuits might bring
you in contact with DEC fisheries or wildlife
professionals. Wildlife biologists and technicians are
responsible for the management of DEC-administered wildlife management areas which include
approximately 175,000 acres state-wide. Their work
also includes surveying and monitoring wildlife
populations, protecting and enhancing rare wildlife
species, protecting public and private wetlands,
promoting hunter safety, and managing game
species through the establishment of hunting seasons
and regulations.
DEC fisheries biologists and technicians have
duties related to the wildlife biologists and
technicians, except that they work with aquatic
species and habitats. Fisheries biologists and
technicians operate 12 fish hatcheries throughout the
state. They also monitor, manage, and enhance rare
and endangered aquatic species, native fish populations, and aquatic habitats. They do stream improvement work, administer the NYS Stream Protection Program, and stock millions of fish a year in
the waters of New York State. Fisheries biologists
establish fishing regulations and seasons to protect
-continued on next page-
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-continued from page 10-

fish populations while maximizing recreational fishing opportunities. They also acquire and manage
fishing access sites and public fishing rights on most
major streams and lakes.
The DEC’s operations staff include our maintenance and construction crews. They are responsible for constructing and maintaining the department’s many and varied facilities including office
buildings, parking lots, recreational trails, truck

roads, dams, bridges, day-use areas, campsites, and
vehicles. Without the operations crews, the plans
and dreams of the foresters and biologists would
never be carried out on the ground. The DEC’s real
property staff, surveyors and land appraisers, are
charged with establishing and maintaining boundary
lines of state lands as well as acquisition of state
lands, whether through purchase, exchange, or gift
for the agency.

Cayuga Trails is published six times a year and is edited and published by Jim
Connors. Comments and original contributions are welcome. Deadline for the early
spring edition is February 15, 2007. Send to jconnors@twcny.rr.com or 102 Old Stage
Road, Groton, NY 13073
NEW Cayuga Trails Club website: www.cayugatrailsclub.org

Auburn and her Grandpa Jack
VanDerzee enjoy dinner and smiles
at the Cayuga Trails Club Fall
Meeting.

John Andersson and Vito
Brancato share a
conversation at the CTC Fall
Meeting.
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Mark Your Calendar
Sunday, January 14 . . . . . . Walk, Look and Learn Hike #517. Winter hike or snowshoe at Lick Brook. Details page 5. Meet
at 12:30 p.m. at Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart Plaza,
Ithaca. Leader: Chris Proulx, (607) 279-2236 or chris.proulx@gmail.com.
Saturday, January 20 . . . . . Special Hike. Cayuga Trail. Details page 5. Meet at 10:00 a.m. at Sunset Park, Cayuga Heights
(just off Wyckoff Rd below the intersection with Cayuga Heights Rd.) Leader: Carol Mallison,
(607) 564-3396 or gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com.
Sunday, January 28 . . . . . . Cayuga Trails Club Annual Meeting and Luncheon. Ramada Inn, 2310 North Triphammer Road,
Ithaca. Social hour at 12 noon. Luncheon at 1:00 p.m. followed by the meeting and presentation.
Tuesday, February 6 … . . . Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting. Meet at 7:00 p.m. at either Scott Heyman
Conference Room, Old Jail, 125 East Court Street, Ithaca, or, second floor conference room
Court House 320 North Tioga Street, Ithaca. Members welcome.
Saturday, February 10 . . . . Special Hike. Art Kopp Trail. Details page 6. Meet at 9:00 a.m. at EMS Parking Lot, near Tops
Market, Meadow Street in Ithaca. Leader: Gary Mallow at garymallow2004@yahoo.com.
Sunday, February 25 . . . . . Walk, Look and Learn Hike #518. Winter hike or snowshoe at Cornell Plantations. Details page
5. Meet at 9:45 a.m. at Cornell Plantations Horticultural Center parking area at Caldwell Road
and Forest Home Drive. Leader: Phil Davis, (607) 272-5461 or pmd8@cornell.edu

Cayuga Trails Club, Inc.
P.O. Box 754
Ithaca, NY 14851-0754
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2007 Oscars to Jonathan Bernstein and Phil Dankert
by John Andersson

T

he Cayuga Trails Club (CTC) Oscars are awarded at the Annual Meeting to two members each year for distinguished
service. Oscar Brown and Oscar Gray were first awarded in 1972, making this the 36th presentation.

“Our Oscar Gray winner is an active
club member, an outdoorsman who hikes,
backpacks and canoes,” said Gary Mallow,
Trails Chair and 2006 Oscar Gray winner.
He is trail adopter for five miles of the
main FLT in Schuyler County and last year volunteered
for nearly two weeks (that is, 80 hours) of trail work on
his section and also
on many other trail
sections. He has gone
the extra mile for the
club by completing
training and maintaining his certification in
proper chainsaw and
first aid procedures,
and
is
always
available to take on
the latest blow-down of big oaks or hemlocks blocking
the trail. He's one of the only trail adopters who regularly calls up the Trails Chair looking for extra work.
He is an active volunteer in his local fire company in
Mecklenburg and other community organizations.
Although it is not technically a requirement for the
Oscar, he also happens to be the club's most eligible
bachelor, joked Gary.
''I am very happy to present the Oscar to Jonathan
Bernstein, who has earned our gratitude and appreciation
for his many years of dedicated work on the FLT, most
of it done without any public knowledge or fanfare,''
Gary concluded.

John Andersson stated that he was
proud to receive Oscar Brown last year,
and is proud to pass it along to a member
that more of us could emulate. Deciding
who receives the Oscar is very difficult,
as so many members stepped up to take over putting the
Newsletter together, publicizing our activities, building
trail, revising the Guidebook and preparing wonderful
maps. He decided to award
Phil Dankert with Oscar
Brown for several reasons: his
volunteering as Co-President
for the past four years,
approaching and securing
many additional retail outlets
for the Guide to Trails, acting
as liaison with Cooperative
Extension on the Walk for Health initiative, stewarding a
section of the trail, all while serving as a Board member
of the Finger Lakes Trail Conference.
The Oscars are ceramic squirrels, and by tradition
the current year’s holders decide who receives them for
the next year. It is often difficult to single out an
individual for this award, as many members make
significant contributions to the CTC each year.
In 1982 Cliff and Doris Abbott were each honored
with an Oscar, and when the year was over a little brown
Oscar appeared. The Oscars spent 2005 at honorees Jim
and Sigrid Connors’ home, and another baby Oscar was
produced.

President’s Report
by John Andersson

T

hanks to the wonderful number of members who turned out for the Annual Dinner at the Ithaca
Ramada a few weeks ago. It is great to see so many members enjoying themselves and supporting
the Cayuga Trails Club. I extend a “welcome” to Pam Henderson and Roger Hopkins, our two
newly elected at-large Board members. They have a lot of enthusiasm and I’m sure you’ll be
hearing a lot about them.
I express my appreciation to the Board members who decided to make room for the new ones. Jim
Connors, past VP, has been our Newsletter editor for the past year and is continuing that important job. Sigrid Connors,
past at-large Board member and valuable Guide Book committee person, is continuing to help Jim, but is also remaining
on a committee or two. And of course our retiring co-president Phil Dankert is not really retiring at all, offering to keep
abreast of the Emerald Necklace activities, work on landowner relations, and act as liaison with Cooperative Extension on
an initiative to get more people exercising on the trails.
Vito Brancato, newly elected VP is continuing with the Highway Cleanup chores and also volunteered to coordinate
the National Trails Day activities (first Saturday in June). I am glad to see Jack Vanderzee keeping track of our finances
and Chris Proulx keeping track of our minutes!
Our committee chairs also deserve a lot of thanks, for the committees do a lot of the heavy lifting for the club. And
every committee could use a little more help, so if your interests lie with trail maintenance, social events, publicity,
leading a hike, finance, National Trails Day, or something else, contact a Board member. We meet the first Tuesday
evening of every even month in Ithaca (next is April 3), usually in the Court House or the Old Jail, and you are all
welcome to attend. If I don’t see you there, or at a highway clean-up event, I hope to see you on the trail!

Club Celebrates Many Successes in 2006 at Annual Meeting
by Chris Proulx

S

ixty five members and guests gathered at the Ramada Inn in Lansing on January 28, 2007 to socialize, celebrate successes, elect a new slate of officers for 2007, award the Oscars, and enjoy an
engaging presentation on Fire Towers in New York State.
After a warm and tasty meal, John Andersson, president, called the meeting to order and introduced Dave
Marsh, the president of the Finger Lakes Trail Conference (FLTC), who had a few short remarks and
thanked the Club for its ongoing support of the FLTC.
Dave highlighted many of the exciting changes that are
occur-ring to strengthen the FLTC and protect the FLT.
Chris Proulx, secretary presented the minutes from
the 2006 annual meeting for review and approval. They
were approved by unanimous vote of the members.
Phil Dankert and Tom Reimers reported on one of
our many successes in 2006--the publication of the 10th
edition of the Guide to Hiking Trails of the Finger Lakes
Region. The Guide was substantially updated, includes
new trails, as well as colorful, waterproof, GPS-based
maps of the trails. Proof of the quality of the Guide is in
the substantial increase of retailers and distributors (now
14 throughout the region) and brisk sales in the first few
months of its availability.
Committee report highlights are: Increase of 12% in
membership; A newly designed website with ecommerce capabilities; A new publisher for the news-

letter that is saving us time and money; Two new bridges
on our trails, a one mile re-route of trail, and a new loop
trail in Treman State Park; An increase in our publicity
efforts in bringing new hikers to our events; and over 26
hikes were sponsored by the Club in 2006 as well as four
highway cleanups, and several trail maintenance projects.
Marsha Zgola presented the slate of officers for 2007
for a vote of the membership. Carol Mallison moved
approval of the entire slate, seconded by Tom
Reimers. The vote was unanimous. Officers for 2007
are: John Andersson President; Vito Brancata Vice President; Jack Vanderzee, Treasurer; Chris Proulx, Secretary; Pam Henderson, Member-at-Large (2007); Roger
Hopkins Member-at-Large (2007-08)
The meeting concluded with the presentation of the
Oscars--the Club's annual recognition award. This year's
winners were Phil Dankert and Jonathan Bernstein. (see
article on page 1)
Following our business meeting, Jacqui Wensich
and Warren Johnsen presented on Fire Towers of New
York State. Warren has hiked to dozens of these towers
in all types of weather and has recorded his visits with
stunning photographs. He and Jacqui have combined
them into an engaging visual presentation that includes
photos as well as the history and lore of many of the
towers, their locations, and in some cases, the men who
worked in them.
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Hike Reports
Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #517
♦ Date: January 14, 2007
♦ Location: Lick Brook
♦ Leader: Chris Proulx

R

ain and thirty-three degrees might keep some folks
indoors, but not the ten hardy hikers, including four nonmembers, and one dog who explored the Sweedler
Nature Preserve in Ithaca on January 14. The hike, the
Club's first of 2007 was led by club member, Chris
Proulx. With Gore-Tex, good boots, hiking poles, and an
enthusiasm for enjoying a quiet winter walk in the woods, the
group entered the Preserve at Town Line Road. Because of the
warm weather in the weeks prior to the hike, the conditions on
the trail were quite muddy, and the water level in Lick Brook
Photo provided by Roger Hopkins.
was high. The abundance of water made for wonderful waterfalls
and cascades, although several members were hoping to see the more typical ice flows at the main waterfall. The group
completed a round trip hike to the base of the falls, stopping several times to enjoy the views afforded by the bare trees
that were glistening a thin glaze of ice. After a couple of hours, the group returned to their warm cars and headed back to
the dry comfort of their homes with an appreciation for a peaceful winter walk.

Special January Hike Report
♦ Date: January 20, 2007
♦ Location: Cayuga Trail
♦ Leader: Carol Mallison

N

ine hikers (8 members, 1 guest) braved the final arrival of winter for a bitter cold hike along the Cayuga Trail
from Varna to Stewart Ave. With temperatures in the low 20’s and a wind chill below zero, hiking through the
trees provided some relief from an unforgiving wind. Points of interest included examining two trees scored by
lightening strikes, feeling the eerie bounce of the long suspension bridge over Fall Creek, startling a herd of deer
in the Mundy Wildflower Garden, admiring the brilliant colors and intriguing shapes in the Mullestein Family Winter
Garden, and marveling at the depths of the gorges along Cornell’s campus. Near the end of our hike, we took a brief respite in Cornell’s Johnson Museum where dramatic art from China was on display. After reaching our final destination in
Sunset Park, several of us decided to end our day warming up at Hope’s Way.

Welcome New Members!
by Suzanne Cohen

Barbara Brown

Betsy Darlington

Linda Cunningham and Heidi Fearn

Granger Macy

Emma Lou Shikh
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Special February Hike Report
♦ Date: February 10, 2007
♦ Location: Art Kopp Trail
♦ Leaders: Gary Mallow

E

leven club members, two guests and two dogs braved
the elements for a wintry but wonderful 6.2 mile hike
on the Art Kopp section of the Finger Lakes Trail
February 10th. Finger Lakes Trail Conference President
David Marsh made the drive from Canandaigua to join us.
Conditions had moderated from earlier in the week,
meaning the wind was a non-factor, but we still contended
with temperatures somewhere between 15 and 22 degrees,
and five inches of snow in places. Some of the hikers went
with snowshoes, which were helpful, many went without,
and one used skis.
There was plenty of engaging conversation, including
Hikers gather at the Van Zandt Lean-to. Photo provided by Roger Hopkins.
a discussion on the lack of young people on our hikes, and
what we can do about it. At least four stops for snacks of all kinds were made (this crowd was not going to go away
hungry). Michael got the award for the healthiest sandwich with a vegetarian creation from Greenstar stuffed with so
many good things that it looked like something out of a healthy eating magazine. However, stopping for any length of
time would slow the metabolism and start to chill you, so we soldiered on, essentially parallel to, and above, Glen Creek,
which provided some wonderful vistas near the end of the hike, about four hours later.
The highlight for some of us was aerial combat between two red-tailed hawks and a roost of crows they had disturbed;
quite dramatic. Soon after, the entire group spotted a pileated woodpecker who apparently got disturbed by the battle or us,
or both. The pileated had been working hard on some of the nearby white pines.
Most of the group ended the afternoon at the Wildflower Cafe with drinks and food, recommended by Roger Hopkins.
Roger also kept us updated on weather conditions for the hike on the website during the preceding days.

Finger Lakes Trail Conference News
Editors’ note: When space permits, I will use this space to provide a brief summary of news received from the Finger Lakes Trails
Conference (FLTC) that may be of interest to Cayuga Trails Club members.

F

inger Lakes Trail (FLT) events are open to members and non-members. If you have questions on the following
events, unless otherwise noted, please contact Gene Bavis, Executive Director, Finger Lakes Trail Conference
www.fingerlakestrail.org.
May 12 – Annual Wally Wood Walk on the Queen Catherine Marsh Trail, FLT map #QCMT 1 in Schuyler County.
Meet at 10:00 a.m. in the parking area at the junction of Rt. 414 and Cass Road. Bring lunch and water. This will be a
slow paced walk to look for wildflowers and will include Rock Cabin Road to Airport Road and the Willow Walk to
Montour Falls Marina Road. Hike will be approximately six miles. Please call Sharon Galbraith at (585) 872 0327, or
email at sharonbillgal@aol.com.
Save the first weekend of May (May 4-6) for the FLT Spring Weekend at Swain and Annual Meeting, Save
Columbus Day weekend (October 5-8) for the FLT Fall Campout at Hickory Hill in Bath.
The County Hike Series this year will be “Across the Genesee” (the FLT main trail west of Steuben County). Dates
for the hike series are: April 21, May 19, June 16, July 21, August 18 and September 15. Pre-registration is required and
numbers will be limited. Registration information for the Hike Series and the Spring Weekend will soon be posted on our
website.
The FLTC has a new email address for general correspondence (including membership, maps, or general questions)
with our Service Center. The new email address is FLTinfo@fingerlakestrail.org..
Please note that the FLTC office is typically staffed on Mondays and Thursdays. The phone number is (585)658-9320.
Phone or email messages may be left at any time. We will try to get back to you as soon as possible.
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Earth Day Hike on the Cayuga Trail, Walk, Look and Learn Hike #519
April 22, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: The Cayuga Trail, Town of Dryden, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Liddell Laboratory on Freese Road in Varna
♦ Meeting Time: 1:00 p.m.

A

pril 22 marks the 37th anniversary of Earth Day. To celebrate this very important event, the Cayuga Trails Club
will sponsor the 16th annual Earth Day Hike on the Cayuga Trail that day. This 5-mile loop hike will go through
Cornell Plantations natural areas. Tom Reimers will lead the hike from Liddell Laboratory beginning at 1:00 p.m.
The Cayuga Trails Club started building the Cayuga Trail in 1964; it has been expanded several times in its
history. The most recent expansion was done in 2000 after a short section of trail along Fall Creek was washed away
during heavy spring snow melt and rains. The section was replaced by a very scenic reroute following both sides of a
gorge entering Fall Creek.
The Cayuga Trail takes hikers along the high banks and water’s edge of Fall Creek, through hardwood forests, pine
plantations, and interesting areas of lush ferns and haw-thorns. This hike annually features early spring wildflowers, birds,
railroad history and lore, magnificent vistas, interesting geological features, and the beauty of very wild sections of Fall
Creek and Cornell’s natural areas. The Cayuga Trail is considered one of the most beautiful foot trails on university
property. Wear sturdy footwear and bring rain gear and drinking water.
Liddell Lab is a yellowish building at the top of the winding part of Freese Road in Varna. To get there turn onto one
end of Freese Road from NY Route 366 in Varna or onto the other end from Hanshaw Road. Liddell Lab is not the same
as the Dyce Honey Bee Laboratory which is also on Freese Road. Call Tom at (607) 272-8679 (email
nyhiker@localnet.com) if you would like more information.

Special March Ski or Hike
March 24, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Connecticut Hill Ski or Hike, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Enfield School, corner of Routes 79 and 327
♦ Meeting Time: 10:00 a.m.

W

e will explore Connecticut Hill on foot or skiis depending on snow conditions. This is a hilly to steep; medium
to fast pace outing. If we hike it will be on the Finger Lakes Trail. If we ski, we will be on seasonal road and
ski trails. This will be a joint hike with the Triple Cities Hiking Club and will be a 3-4 hour outing; therefore
bring food, water and wear appropriate clothing. Leader: Jack Vanderzee, vanderzee@ithaca.edu
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Special March Hike
March 31, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Van Lone Hill Loop, Connecticut Hill Wildlife Management Area, Schuyler County
♦ Meeting Place: Enfield Elementary School on NY Route 327 just south of the junction with NY Route 79 in the
Town of Enfield, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m

C

ayuga Trails Club member Chris Proulx will lead a Special Hike of the Van Lone Hill Loop trail, a beautiful,
rugged route that winds through several gorges. The hike actually combines the main Finger Lakes Trail with the
Cayuta Gulf Trail, the Swan Hill Trail, and the Van Lone Hill Trail for a 5.5 mile loop beginning and ending
about 400 feet southeast of Schuyler County Route 6. While walking alongside scenic gorges, up hills covered
with hardwoods and through pine plantations, the observant visitor is likely to see wildlife, or at least an interesting array
of footprint stories written in the early spring frost (or mud!) Bear, fox, and many other creatures have been spotted here.
Participants are advised to bring fluids and plenty of snacks for this outing, and wear or stow in a daypack appropriate
footwear and clothing for the hike and season. Deep snow is often still present on this trail even as it begins to disappear
in Ithaca, so bring snowshoes, if necessary. Hike rating is moderate pace with several steep grades.
From the Enfield school, participants will carpool the approximately four miles west on Route 79 and six miles south
along Route 6 to reach the trail head south of Cayutaville. For more information, contact Chris at (607)279-2236
or chris.proulx@gmail.com.

Special April Hike
April 7, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Lick Brook Trail, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart Plaza, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m.

J

oin Jack on this hike of the Lick Brook Trail in Ithaca. The path will be a hilly to steep; 8 miles in length, and with a
pace of medium to fast. This is part of the Finger Lakes Trail, with some great waterfall views. We will also hike the
Buttermilk spur. Hike Leader: Jack Vanderzee (vanderze@ithaca.edu).

Special Hike
April 29, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: The Abbott Loop Trail, Danby State Forest, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Danby Park and Ride lot on the corner of NY Route 96B and Gunderman Road; six miles south of
Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 10:00 a.m.

P

hil Dankert will lead a hike of the Abbott Loop, that features a scenic overlook of Inlet Valley in the town of Danby.
Created by long-time Cayuga Trails Club members Doris and Cliff Abbott, the trail is 8.4 miles long and includes
1.7 miles of the main Finger Lakes Trail. Fairly rugged climbs and descents will be hard to avoid on this hike which
will be done at a moderate pace.
The Danby Park and Ride is on the west side of Route 96B just south of Gunderman Road. Those commuting from
the southwest can meet at the north trail crossing on Michigan Hollow Road. Please allow time for the main group from
Danby to arrive. Participants are advised to bring plenty of fluids, lunch and snacks, and clothing appropriate for the
weather. For more information contact Phil at pdankert@twcny.rr.com or call him at (607)257-2578.
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Trail Chairman Reports
by Gary Mallow Trails Chairman

Schuyler County Trail Section Open for Adoption

A

section of FLT in the little town of Catherine, Schuyler County, is open for adoption. This section, just under one
mile in length, runs between State Route 228 and County Route 6. The trail-heads are approximately a 30 minute
drive south of Ithaca. This section is almost entirely flat (it runs near the Cayuta Lake outlet, a wetlands area), and
it would be ideal for someone new to hiking or for a hiker who has difficulty getting up and down the hills and
ravines that are more typical of most sections.
Trail adopters agree to hike their sections at least three times a year to clear briers, brambles, and branches from the
trail corridor, and to keep trail blazes freshly painted and trail-head signs visible. You need not have any special training
to adopt a trail section. Support and training are available from the Trails Chair, and trail tools are available to borrow.
If you would like to take on this section of trail or would like more information, please contact Trails Chair Gary Mallow
at: garymallow2004@yahoo.com.

Your Invitation to a Volunteer Vacation

T

his year I will be in either Colorado or Tennessee working on a trail project, and this is an open invitation to all
Cayuga Trails Club members to join me. The trail work I will be doing is sponsored by the American Hiking
Society (AHS) and involves backpacking into a base camp, setting up camp for a week, and working each day. The
work could be sawing up and moving logs out of the trail tread, it could be building bridges, grubbing out roots
and rocks... almost anything. I know, not what most of us would consider a vacation... no museums, no Coliseum or Inca
ruins, and no sun-swept beaches. But if you're like me, you've probably done vacations something like that and are
looking for something different. This is it.
My first volunteer vacation was in the mountains of southwest Oregon. We cleared too many logs to count from the
trails, hiked to high elevation alpine meadows, saw some beautiful vistas where not a single sign of human habitation
could be seen, and fished. Although none of the volunteers knew each other when we started, we became friends after a
week of working, cooking, eating and playing together. And of course there was the satisfaction of a job well done at the
end of the week. But I have to admit looking forward to a shower and a real bed.
To do one of these AHS trips, there are a few prerequisites. You don't have to be Arnold, but this is physical labor, so
you need to be in relatively good physical condition. You need to register. It's $130 for non-members and $100 if you're
already in AHS. Of course, you need to have some basic backpacking gear. I had none two years ago, so I had to buy
everything from scratch, sort of middling level stuff, for around $700. You also have to get yourself to the nearest airport;
the airfare and airline reservation is your responsibility. From there on, it's free: AHS supplies food for the week, and the
local sponsor usually provides airport pickup and delivery. In my case, the local forester put us up overnight and gave us a
sendoff barbecue at his home; very nice.
It would be great to go with people I know, so you're invited. My trip will be in mid or late June (you must provide a
first- and second-choice location on registration). If you'd like more information, check out the website,
americanhiking.com, and click on volunteer vacations, or drop me a line at garymallow2004@yahoo.com.

Adopt-A-Highway Reminder!

O

ur two mile stretch of highway along New York State Route 366 will be ready for us come spring time after the
winter snow thaws to reveal the surprises below. The first clean up date for 2007 is April 28, (Saturday). Meet
just before 10:00 a.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road. If you have any
questions about the Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito Brancato at (607) 272-8851 or
vito.brancato@gmail.com.
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Excerpts of the February Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting
by Chris Proulx

Membership Report: Suzanne reported that we
have 204 memberships.
Social Report: Jack reported that we spent $345 on
the annual meeting, with 63 people in attendance.
Trails Report: Finger Lakes National Forest has received a grant for work on a 200-foot causeway project that would likely be a significant Club project.
Gary is planning a couple more bridge projects on
the Cayuga Trail. We may have a Boy Scout project
on the Mulvaney property in Schuyler County.
Three small lean-to projects are also planned. There
is one open trail section for adoption. FLTC has
asked the CTC to organize a Trail Maintenance Education event, including classroom education and
hands-on work. Gary asked the Board to consider
appointing a Landowner Liaison. John recommended that the person serve on the Trails committee.
Phil Dankert has volunteered for that role.
Newsletter Report: Deadline for the next newsletter
is February 15. Chris agreed to write a summary of
the annual meeting.
Publicity Report: Carol reported on the thorough
article in The Ithaca Journal last month regarding the
Club and our activities.
Highway Cleanup Report: Vito has identified four
dates for 2007 cleanups: April 28 (Saturday,
10:00am), June 26 (Tuesday, 6:30pm), August 28
(Tuesday, 6:30pm), October 27 (Saturday, 10:00am).
Old Business
CTC partnerships: Chris will follow-up with Phil
to make sure that everything we might do in this area
is not in conflict with the FLTC’s efforts. The efforts will be on trying to identify 2-4 businesses who
might be interested in a deeper sponsorship partnership with the CTC. He will report back at the April
meeting.
Long-term management of resources: John will
set a meeting of this committee before our April
meeting.
New Business
Landowner Recognition: Vito and Carol are still
working on some proposals.
National Trails Day: After some discussion, it was
agreed to coordinate a hike-only event rather than a
trail work event. Vito is willing to help on the
project. Gary also offered to help. Suzanne will order the AHS kit.
Next meeting dates: April 3 and June 5.
The meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m.

Present: John Andersson, Suzanne Cohen, Chris
Proulx, Jack VanDerZee, Carol Mallison, Pam Henderson, Vito Brancato, Roger Hopkins, Gary Mallow
Others: Andrew Zepp, Executive Director, Finger
Lakes Land Trust
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.
Special Discussion: Andy Zepp provided an update
on the Finger Lakes Land Trust’s Emerald Necklace
project, including a $36K grant from NYS that will
include hiring a consultant to focus on the threats to
the Finger Lakes Trail Corridor. He also discussed
the Land Trust’s event of “Hiking the Necklace” to
promote the project. The hike will be 75-80 miles
over six days (September 10-15) with a focus on
attracting relevant land managers, politicians, and
the media. He was seeking support from CTC in the
form of co-sponsorship, with a request to help with
coordinating with the landowners along the trail,
assisting with volunteers for hike leaders, and
logistical support for carpooling/transportation. The
event will conclude with a BBQ celebration event on
Saturday the 15th. The Executive Board will consider
his request at our next meeting.
Approval of Minutes: Jack moved to accept the
minutes from December 5, 2006, seconded by
Suzanne. Minutes were approved unanimously.
Committee Reports
Treasurer’s Report: Jack reviewed the final
income and cash flow statement for 2006;
highlighting significantly increased income as well
as the expenses for the guidebook development. He
also distributed the proposed budget for 2007. Chris
moved to accept the budget, seconded by Gary. The
motion passed unanimously.
Checking balance: $4023; Savings balance:$3524;
CD Balance:$22,973
WLL Report: Carol reported on the hike schedule
through May. Carol also distributed a proposed set
of guidelines for hike leaders that are designed to
ensure consistent hike leader expectations and
preparation. There was a variety of good feedback
on the content and format of the document. Carol
and Chris will work on a revision and distribute to
all hike leaders in 2007.
Guidebook: Jack distributed a summary of guidebook sales by distributor since August 2006. Guidebook sales continue to exceed our expectations; 695
of the original 2000 that were printed have already
been distributed.
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President …………….... John Anderson
Vice President ………… Vito Brancato
Secretary ……………… Chris Proulx
Treasurer …………...… Jack Vanderzee
Walk, Look &
Learn Hikes …………… Carol Mallison, Chris Proulx
Finance ………………... June Meyer
Guide Book ………….… Tom Reimers
Membership …………... Suzanne Cohen
Social ………………….. Marsha Zgola
Trails ………………….. Gary Mallow
Newsletter …………….. Jim Connors
Archives/Historian ...…. Barbara Morley
Publicity ………………. Carol Mallison
Adopt-A-Highway ……. Vito Brancato
Members at Large…...... Pam Henderson, Roger Hopkins

Board members Chris Proulx, Roger Hopkins, Jack Vanderzee, Pamela Henderson, John Andersson and Vito Brancato.

Cayuga Trails is published six times a year and is edited and published by Jim Connors.
Comments and original contributions are welcome. Deadline for the spring edition is April
15, 2007. Send to jconnors@twcny.rr.com or 102 Old Stage Road, Groton, NY 13073
NEW Cayuga Trails Club website: www.cayugatrailsclub.org
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A Pictorial Look Back Into 2006
Drs. Ed Hart and Tom Reimers deep in discussion….

Gosh, here come those hikers again…..

Tug Creek Bridge - Take Two: Prefabricated on dry land.…then later on site.

Our redesigned website home page…. check it out!
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A Pictorial Look Back Into 2006 (con’t)
Guide Book Stuffing Party ….. many hands makes the work go faster!

National Trails Day Work Project ….

Our Neighbors to the East….

There is a Fungi among us.…

…. and a fun guy among us!!
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Mark Your Calendar
Saturday, March 24 . . . . . .

Special hike. Connecticut Hill Ski or Hike. Details page 5. Meet at 10:00 a.m. at Enfield
Elementary School on NY Route 327 just south of the junction with NY Route 79 Leader: Jack
Vanderzee (email vanderzee@ithaca.edu).

Saturday, March 31 . . . . . .

Special hike. Van Lone Hill loop, Connecticut Hill. Details page 6. Meet at 9:00 a.m. at Enfield
Elementary School on NY Route 327 just south of the junction with NY Route 79. Leader: Chris
Proulx, (607) 279-2236 or (email chris.proulx@gmail.com).

Tuesday, April 3 . . . . . . . . . Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting. Meet at 7:00 p.m. at either Scott Heyman
Conference Room, Old Jail, 125 East Court Street, Ithaca, or, second floor conference room
Court House 320 North Tioga Street, Ithaca. Members welcome.
Saturday, April 7 . . . . . . . . . Special Hike. Lick Brook Trail. Details page 6. Meet at 9:00 a.m. at Ithaca Shopping Plaza by
Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart Plaza, Ithaca. Leader: Jack Vanderzee (email
vanderzee@ithaca.edu).
Sunday, April 22 . . . . . . . .

Walk, Look and Learn Hike #519. Earth Day Hike onThe Cayuga Trail. Details page 5. Meet
at 1:00 p.m. at Liddell Laboratory on Freese Road in Varna. Leader: Tom Reimers, (607) 2728679 (email nyhiker@localnet.com)

Saturday, April 28 . . . . . . . Adopt A Highway Clean Up. Details page 7. Meet just before 10:00 a.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the
intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the
Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito Brancato at (607) 2728851 (email vito.brancato@gmail.com).
Sunday, April 29 . . . . . . . . . Special Hike. The Abbott Loop Trail. Details page 6. Meet at 10:00 a.m. at Danby Park and
Ride lot on the corner of NY Route 96B and Gunderman Road; six miles south of Ithaca.
Leader: Phil Dankert, (607)257-2578 (email pdankert@twcny.rr.com).
Weekend, May 4-6. . . . . . . FLTC Annual Meeting Spring Weekend at Swain. Details page 4.
Saturday, May 12. . . . . . . Annual Wally Wood Walk on Queen Catherine Marsh Trail. Details page 4. Contact: Sharon
Galbraith at (585) 872 0327 (email sharonbillgal@aol.com).

Cayuga Trails Club, Inc.
P.O. Box 754
Ithaca, NY 14851-0754
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President’s Report
by John Andersson

T

his is a wonderful time of the year for hikers. By the time you read this, the May hikes will be over,
National Trails Day 2007 will be gone and the first highway clean-up will be in the dustpan of
history. I hope you participated in some hike related event – if not yet, then get out there real soon!
There is plenty of hiking weather ahead!
The Finger Lakes Trail Conference, at the spring Annual Meeting in May, honored Java Joe Dabes,
one of our own Cayuga Trails Club members, with the grand Wallace W. Wood Distinguished Service
Award. This award is presented each year to the person or persons who have made outstanding contributions to the Finger
Lakes Trail Conference. Wallace (Wally) Wood came up with the idea of a long distance footpath across New York State
and was the founder of the Finger Lakes Trail Conference. Joe has given generously of his time, talents, and money over
the years to the FLTC. His most recent gift has been the neat new FLT maps you now get with the purchase of the FLTC
Guides and our own Guide to Trails in the Finger Lakes Region. Joe also recently won the Clar-Willis Distinguished Trail
Volunteer Award. Congratulations, Joe, and thank you for all your time and work.
Many of our Cayuga Trails Club members are distinguished volunteers recognized by the Finger Lakes Trail Conference. Many of us have served the FLTC in many capacities. We are a volunteering group! But…and here’s the pitch
again…we can always use more volunteers right here in our own region. From trail section maintenance, trail work days,
hike leaders, club officers, committee members, there is plenty of work to do. If you would like to help keep the Cayuga
Trails Club the outstanding trails club that it is, contact anyone mentioned in this newsletter. We’ll put you to work!
Whether volunteering or just enjoying yourself, I hope to see you on the trail!

Adopt-A-Highway Reminder!

O

ur two mile stretch of highway along New York State Route 366 will be ready for it’s second clean up of the
season on June 26th (Tuesday). Meet just before 6:30 p.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the intersection of Route 366 and
Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito
Brancato at (607) 272-8851 or vito.brancato@gmail.com.

Correction Noted

A

spelling error was noted by an observant reader in the Early Spring
Edition of Cayuga Trails. The reader, a retired but young at heart school
teacher, sent me the following note:
“Please note that our dear Queen Catharine has two
a's in her name. You will find ubiquitous misspellings
using the more common spelling with two e's, including

DEC signs (!), but anything you can do to bring folks to
note the correct spelling would be much appreciated. It's
difficult to know how people pronounce her name, but
the local pronunciation is cath-a-REEN.”
Let us all do our best to help Jay Zitter promote accuracy in recalling our Queen Catharine.

Hold This Date!
The Cayuga Trails Club Annual summer picnic will be at Upper Pavillion of Robert Treman State Park at 6:15 p.m. on
August 8 , 2007.

Hike Reports and Upcoming Hikes
Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #518
stuffed away in backpacks. The weather was grand and
the group was energetic. We hiked along the Johnston
Trail and through Mitchell Woods of the Cornell
Arboretum before taking our first break at the overlook
of Fall Creek in the Park. Descending to Forest Home
Drive, we took a detour onto the Fall Creek Plateau Trail,
where a walk through old sugar maples, basswood and
hemlocks returned us eventually back to the start.

♦ Date: February 25, 2007
♦ Location: Plantations Hike sans Raquettes
♦ Leader: Phil Davis

W

hile many of the ten members and one guest
of the trails club brought snowshoes to the
WLL on February 25th, a few proceeding
days of warm days and cold nights allowed
the deep snow to harden. Snowshoes were left in trunks
of cars or tried out for the first 100 yards before being

Special March Hike Report
♦ Date: March 24, 2007
♦ Location: Connecticut Hill
♦ Leader: Jack VanDerzee

N

Marsha Zgola

ine hikers enjoyed a wonderful early Spring
hike on the seasonal roads of Connecticut
Hill. The snow was perfect for finding
animal tracks. Along with the usual deer,
raccoon, bunny, and turkey tracks, suddenly we were
surprised by bear tracks - fairly fresh ones too
though most likely a day old. The bear apparently
had come out of the woods and wandered down the
middle of the road for quite a ways before meandering back into the woods. We were so excited!
Editors note: Phil Dankert and Roger Hopkins, who
had broken off from the hike early, also came upon
the tracks. Roger submitted the photo below of the
bear tracks.

Thanks to Our Trail Land Owners
Please accept the appreciation of the Cayuga Trails Club
Board members for your continuing permission to route
local trails through your property. Perhaps your trail's
caretaker has said so directly. Please know that we are all
grateful for the privilege of enjoying your back woods,
streams, and fields. On behalf of all hikers and CTC
members, we acknowledge that, without your generosity,
we would simply never have a continuous trail to enjoy in
our local area.
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Special April Hike Report
CTC plus 11 from the TCHC. Since we had so many
hikers we split up into two hiking groups. The day was
beautiful for hiking, dry and not too warm. The plan was
to hike around Treman Lake in Buttermilk State Park but
we found that a section of the trail was still closed for
the winter. Therefore we had to hike up and back.
Everyone enjoyed a good time.

♦ Location: Lick Brook Trail
♦ Leader: Jack VanDerzee
♦ Date: April 7, 2007

T

he joint hike of the Cayuga Trails Club and the
Triple Cities Hiking Club of Lick Brook was very
well attended. There were 15 members from the

“Rhododendron Walk”, Walk, Look and Learn Hike #520
May 20, 2007 (Sunday)

stunning visual treat is not for the faint of heart. The
collection is named for Cornell horticultural scientist
Clement Gray Bowers, who was noted for his expertise
in rhododendron classification, selection, and hybridization. Cameras recommended. After we catch our
breath, we’ll continue on down the trail to its end at
Stewart Ave. Hikers will meet at Sunset Park and shuttle
to our starting point at the Liddell Laboratory on Freese
Road in Varna. If you prefer the challenge of hiking
down and back up again, meet us at the Lab at 10:20
a.m. For more information, call Carol Mallison, (607)
564-3396, gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com.

♦ Location: The Cayuga Trail along Fall Creek,
Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Sunset Park, Cayuga Heights (just
off Wyckoff Rd., below the intersection with Cayuga Heights Rd.) or 10:20 a.m. at Liddell Laboratory
on Freese Road in Varna
♦ Meeting Time: 10:00 a.m.

C

ome see the spectacular vision of rhododendrons
in full bloom! We’ll walk 3.9 miles along the
Cayuga Trail, right on down through the Cornell
Plantations, stopping to take in the full spectrum
of their highly acclaimed rhododendron collection. This

The Old CCC Camp Spur Trail and Finger Lakes Trail, WLL Hike #521
June 10, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Robert H. Treman State Park, Howard Edward Babcock Preserve, and Sweedler Nature Preserve at Lick
Brook, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart Plaza, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 9:30 a.m.

T

he new “Old CCC Camp Spur Trail” was featured on the front page of the January-February 2007 edition of
Cayuga Trails. This 5.2-mile-long hike will begin at the Old Mill in upper Robert Treman State Park and follow
the Old CCC Camp Spur Trail to the Finger Lakes Trail. From there we will climb rustic earthen and wooden steps
built last year by students of Cornell Outdoor Education and then continue generally downhill through the state
park on the FLT. After leaving the state park near NY Route 13, 34, 96 we will hike along the edge of a still-unnamed
nature preserve recently acquired by the Finger Lakes Land Trust. We will continue hiking a level section of the FLT
through the Babcock Preserve (a Cornell Plantations natural area) before beginning a long (1.1 miles) challenging uphill
trek in the Sweedler Nature Preserve. We will walk on a “knife edge,” cross Spring Brook, and pass two monster
waterfalls and dozens of smaller cascades before reaching Town Line Road where we will end the hike.
We will pool cars at the shopping plaza, leave a few cars on Town Line Road, and shuttle remaining cars with hikers
to upper Treman. A parking fee for each car will be collected at the park entrance, and participants should be prepared to
contribute to the fee.
For further information about this hike, contact leader Tom Reimers at nyhiker@localnet.com or (607)272-8679.
Dress appropriately for the weather and bring a lunch as we will stop for that at the lower falls of Lick Brook. Wearing
sturdy hiking boots is highly recommended as the trail is rocky and will probably be muddy in some areas. Bring your
binoculars; we will be hiking during prime birding season.
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Mothers Day Hike
May 13, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Virgil Mountain Loop, Cortland County
♦ Meeting Place: Cornell Lot “O” at the intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road.
♦ Meeting Time: 9:30 a.m.

T

he Virgil Mountain Loop hike will start from and return to Bleck Road for a total of 6.7 miles. We will drive to and
start the hike where Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) crosses Bleck Road (0.9 miles south of intersection of Hauck Hill
and Bleck Roads), at about 10:00 a.m. From Bleck Road we walk east on the FLT, along and across creeks. Due to
logging we will bypass the Greek Peak ski area and the top of Virgil Mountain to get to a power line where we enjoy
distant views. Returning along old roads where farm houses once stood and where some daffodils may be in bloom we
complete the Virgil Mountain Loop and return on the FLT. The area has lovely native wild-flowers which are likely to be
in bloom. Wear sturdy shoes and bring sufficient water and snacks, or a lunch. You may want a hiking pole for creek
crossings. Contact hike leader Edith Cassel at ehc2@cornell.edu if you have any questions.

National Trails Day Hike
June 2, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Lindsay-Parsons Biodiversity Preserve in West Danby just west off NY Routes 34/96, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart, Ithaca. Or meet in the parking lot of the Preserve on Routes 34/96, several miles south of Ithaca in West Danby at 1:00 p.m.
♦ Meeting Time: 12:30 p.m.

O

ur celebration of National Trails Day will begin with an easy to moderate 3 to 4 mile hike through the beautiful
Lindsay-Parsons Biodiversity Preserve owned by the Finger Lakes Land Trust. The Preserve is approximately
500 acres of wetlands, ponds, fields, and forests. Its extensive trail system is marked with red, blue, yellow, and
orange paint. An excellent overview of the Preserve can be seen from Thatcher's Pinnacles on the Abbott Loop
Trail. (Guide To Hiking Trails of the Finger Lakes Region, page 168) The area contains a diverse habitat of flora and
fauna. An excellent place for birding, 76 species were identified in a two-hour period in 1995. The hiking trails lead to
the forest, the lake, and the beaver pond. (FLLT website) The hike is family-and children-friendly. All are welcome!
Following the hike there will be a few words from our president, John Andersson, a raffle of items (t-shirts, etc.)
provided by the American Hikers Association and Eastern Mountain Sports, and some refreshments.
For the hike you may want to bring water, a light snack, and binoculars. If you have any questions, please contact
hike leader Vito Brancato by phone at (607) 272-8851 or by e-mail at vito.brancato@gmail.com.

Special June Hike
June 19, 2007 (Tuesday)

♦ Location: Sapsucker Woods, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Near front door of Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 6:00 p.m.

B

ring your bird books, binoculars, and bug spray for a gentle hike over wood-chipped walkways through Sapsucker
Woods and waterways. We'll see wildlife for sure, but how much and how wild is the adventure that awaits
us. For more information, contact Carol Mallison (607) 564-3396 or gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.org
Cayuga Trails is published six times a year and is edited and published by Jim Connors.
Comments and original contributions are welcome. Deadline for the summer edition is June
15, 2007. Send to jconnors@twcny.rr.com or 102 Old Stage Road, Groton, NY 13073
NEW Cayuga Trails Club website: www.cayugatrailsclub.org
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Cayuga Trails Club Membership List 2007
Tear out and save these pages
All area codes are 607 unless indicated otherwise. Asterick (*) indicates charter member.
Please report corrections to Suzanne Cohen, Membership Committee chairperson, at 607/272-5461 or sac29@cornell.edu.
Abbott, Doris & Cliff
Adkins, Tom
Andersen, Lynn
Andersson, John & Luanne
Areiter, John
Argetsinger, Susann
Barcelo, Lucy
Bavis, Gene and Liz Place
Bem, Sandy
Bergmark, William & Donna
Bernstein, Jonathan
Blake, Gail A. & Jennifer Dotson
Blake, Martha
Botie, Robin
Brancato, Vito and Ben
Brennan, Kathy and Joe Dabes
Breslin, Richard
Brown, Lincoln and June Meyer
Brown, Barbara
*Burnett, Carol & Dave
Burns, Elsie U.
Carruth, Bradford
Cassel, Edith
Chandler, Adam and Sarah
Cohen, Suzanne & Phil Davis
Coleman, Jim & Ellen
Connors, Sigrid & Jim
Cunningham , Linda & Heidi Fearn
Dankert, Philip
Darlington, Betsy
Darrow, Frank & Catherine
deBoer, Tob & Joan
Demo, Bill & Sarah
deRoos, Jan and Molly
DeStefano, Anthony and Marilyn
DeWolfe, Kathie
Dillard, Helene and Victor
Donovan, Joseph
Doucet-Kommel Family
Dreiling, Mary
Durant, Katherine
Engle, Michael
Engman, Herb
Every, Thomas
Fair, Bill and Jay Zitter
Fairand, Kathy and Kevin
Farney, Keitha
Firebaugh, John & Francille

Frank, Linda and Len Cohen
Freitag, Amy
Gaeta, Paul & Vicky
Golos, Cindy & Paul Blackham
Greene, Sandra E.
Greenwood, Stephanie
Gudeman, Tom
Habel, Robert and Wilma
Hansen, Betty
Harmon, Joan
*Harriott, Peter & Mary Lou
Harris, Beth
Hart, Edward
Havens, Donna
Heilweil, Donna
Henderson, Pamela
Herrick, Marcia
Hess, George & Susan
Hopkins, Roger and Ruth
Hullar, Ted & Joan
Ingraham, Tony
Jeske, Ryan
Jones, Tim
Jude, Rod
Kalka, Paul
Keeton, Anna and Michael Rogers
Kelly-Buxton, William and Michelle
Kettelle, Steve
Klepack, Bill & Carol
Kocen, Barbara and Fred
Kuehn, Robert and Janis Graham
Lawrence, Gregory
Lee, Gundy
LeMoine, Nadine
Leso, Laura
Levine, Gilbert & Ilma
Little, George
Loomis, Linda
Luft, Roy and Nancy Emerson
Lymberis, Gwyneth
Macy, Granger
Maginnity, Kate and Ken Dalle
Mallison, Carol
Mallow, Gary
Manning, Richard
Manzella, Fran & Fred
Marisa, Rich & Tracy
Marks, Lawrence & Cornelia
Marquardt, Charles
Marsh, David
Mattice, Linda D.
Maxwell , Eileen & Richard
McAlear, Kim
McConkey, Cris

McDonough, Kathy
Medsker, Nancy
Menteer, Amber and Nick Erenson
Merrill, Susan
Meyers-Wallen, Vicki
Mills, Harold
Morris, John and Carol A.X.
Muenster, Anna Marie
Noonan, Joyce
Nussbaum, Michael & Barbara
Nuzzo, Victoria
Poplarski, Chris & Jennifer Jacques
Proulx, Chris and Varya Siegel
Rankins, LeBron
Reimers, Tom
Rose, Fred
Rueckheim, Jack and Joan Jedele
Rumsey, Paul
Ruppert, David
Salino, Karen
Sandsted, Reenie
Savishinsky, Joel and Susan
Schneider, Louis C.
Schurman, Dave & Jean
Schwartz, David I.
Schwinge, Sieglinde and Horst
Scott , Danny & Kristin
Sheikh, Emma Lou
Sidote, Edward
Sjamaar, Reyer
Skawski, John
Smith , Calvin D.
Spellman, Caroline
Steinhart, Gail and Joe McMahon
Stevenson, Wendy
Straight, Clara
Suarez, Susan and Wayne Gottlieb
Turner, Lowell
Vandam, Nick and Lucy Gagliardo
VanDerzee, Jack
VanEtten, Janet
Webster, Don
Welker, Marina
West, Pat
Wilkin, Brigitte & Harvey
Wilson, Jennifer
Wilson, Don
Winter, Metta
Wodzinski, Richard & Claudia
Wright, Bruce
Yang, Barbara
Zeserson, Jan
Zgola, Marsha

Welcome New Members!
by Suzanne Cohen
Tom Adkins

Donna Havens

Louis C. Schneider

John Areiter

Donna Heilweil

Don Webster

Amy Freitag

Chris Poplarski and Jennifer Jacques

Bruce Wright

Mark Your Calendar
Sunday, May 13 . . . . . . . .

Mothers Day Hike, Virgil Mountain Loop. Details page 4. Meet at 9:30 a.m. at Cornell Lot “O” at
the intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road. Leader: Edith Cassel, (ehc2@cornell.edu).

Sunday, May 20 . . . . . . . .

Walk, Look and Learn Hike #520. Rhododendron Hike on The Cayuga Trail. Details page 3.
Meet at 10:00 a.m. at Sunset Park, Cayuga Heights off Wyckoff Rd., below the intersection with
Cayuga Heights Rd. Leader: Carol Mallison, (607) 564-3396, (gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com).

Saturday, June 2 . . . . . . . . . National Trails Day Hike. Lindsay-Parsons Biodiversity Preserve. Details page 4. Meet at Ithaca
Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart, Ithaca at 12:30 p.m. Leader:
Vito Brancato, (607) 272- 8851 (vito.brancato@gmail.com).
Tuesday, June 5 . . . . . . . . . Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting. Meet at 7:00 p.m. at either Scott Heyman
Conference Room, Old Jail, 125 East Court Street, Ithaca, or, second floor conference room
Court House 320 North Tioga Street, Ithaca. Members welcome.
Sunday, June 10 . . . . . . . . Walk, Look and Learn Hike #521. The Old CCC Spur Trail. Details page 3. Meet at Ithaca
Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart, Ithaca at 9:30 a.m. Leader: Tom
Reimers, (607) 272-8679 (nyhiker@localnet.com).
Tuesday, June 19 . . . . . . .

Special Hike. Sapsucker Woods. Detail page 4. Meet near front door of Cornell Lab of
Ornithology, Sapsucker Woods Road at 6:00 p.m. Leader: Carol Mallison, (607) 564-3396,
(gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com).

Tuesday, June 26 . . . . . . .

Adopt A Highway Clean Up. Details page 1. Meet just before 6:30 p.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the
intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the
Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito Brancato at (607) 272- 8851
(vito.brancato@gmail.com).
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Land Trust & Partners Proceed With Trail Protection Efforts, Emerald
Necklace Hike & Lecture Series
by Andy Zepp

W

ith its announcement of the Emerald Necklace
To plan for trail protection, the Land Trust partnered
Greenbelt project late last year, the Finger
with Tompkins County (with support from the Cayuga
Lakes Land Trust declared its intention to
Trails Club and the Finger Lakes Trail Conference) to
work with partners to secure a vast swath of
secure a state grant that will fund the development of a
lands encircling Ithaca and linking 50,000 acres of
trail corridor protection plan for the portion of the Finger
public open space. The Finger Lakes Trail serves as the
Lakes Trail that traverses the Emerald Necklace.
78-mile strand that connects the “jewels” of this
To increase awareness about the trail, the Land Trust
necklace.
also intends to sponsor an Emerald Necklace Hike &
At year-end, the Land Trust’s land protection efforts
Lecture Series in partnership with the Cayuga Trails
within the Necklace began in
Club and the Finger Lakes Trail Conferearnest. It first completed the
ence. From September 10th to 15th, Land
Trust executive director Andy Zepp will
purchase of the 115 acre Babcock property - a forested tract
lead an intrepid band over the 78 miles of
that includes a key segment of
trail between Finger Lakes National Forest
and the east side of Hammond Hill State
the Finger Lakes Trail between
Robert Treman State Park and
Forest.
Lick Brook Gorge. The Land
Hikers will be welcome to join the
Trust also added land to its
group for the entire week or simply for a
day. In conjunction with the hike series,
Lindsay-Parsons Biodiversity
Preserve; a sanctuary that now
the Land Trust will also offer a trailside
spans more than 500 acres and
brown bag lunch speaker series. Local
is visible from the Abbott Loop
experts will share their knowledge of the
Trail in Danby.
necklace’s flora and fauna as well as its
rich human history.
The Land Trust is now
Detailed information about the hike
moving forward to more sysand
lecture series will be posted on the
tematically assess opportunities
Andy Zepp, May 2005 file photo
Land Trust’s web site (www.fllt.org) no later than
to conserve lands along the trail while at the same time
August 1st. You may also learn more about the project by
increasing public awareness about the value of the
calling the Land Trust at (607) 275-9487.
ecological and recreational resources associated with the
trail corridor.
Cayuga Trails Club Annual Picnic
Come one, come all to the Cayuga Trails Club Annual summer picnic which will be held at the Upper Pavilion
of Robert Treman State Park, just off NY State Route 327 at 6:15 p.m. on August 8, 2007. Landowners are
invited to please come so we can meet you in person and say "thank you" for allowing the trail on your
land. Charcoal, plates, cups and plasticware will be provided. Please bring drinks, something to grill and a dish
to share. Questions? Contact Marsha Zgola at (607) 546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.

President’s Report
by John Andersson

T

he Cayuga Trails Club (CTC) is approaching middle age - did you know that 2007 marks our 45th
year? But we are by no means old; we continue to grow new members, gain new faces at the
executive board meetings, and reach out to other individuals and groups. One group we are heavily
involved with this year is the Finger Lakes Land Trust (FLLT). The FLLT is mounting an effort
called the Emerald Necklace, an attempt to connect the green spaces south of the Finger Lakes for land
preservation for wildlife and plants. What does that have to do with the CTC? Our little Finger Lakes
Trail follows that route, because the founders decided connecting public lands with the trail made good sense. Spaces in
between the public lands are privately owned, and our trail exists there due to the good graces of the land owners, who
receive nothing tangible from the CTC or the Finger Lakes Trails Conference (FLTC). Our trail crosses private lands
through field, pasture, and woodlots. These same fields, pastures, and woodlots provide habitat and travel corridors for
wildlife. The Emerald Necklace idea will recognize the gift of the private landowners to the FLTC and wildlife, while at
the same time showing how vulnerable the trail (and habitat) is to development and parcel fragmentation, bad news for
both the trail and wildlife. The FLLT will try to show how important private landowners are, and how they can protect the
corridor for generations by planning ahead, through easements and sales for land protection. You can find other
information about this effort on page one of this issue.
The CTC is also trying to do a better job of thanking the private landowners who so generously allow us onto their
property. You may have noticed a new box of text, started last issue, with that message (all landowners receive the
Newsletter). We generally send a letter to each landowner every two years or so (we are working on one for this summer).
If you happen to meet a landowner, say “thank you!” As you meet people on the trail, exchange pleasantries and put in a
good word for the landowner (and the trail volunteers!). But do be careful about how you say things to people - for your
comfort and safety, but also because sometimes it is the landowner who is cutting trees, or riding horses or ATVs on or
near the trail.
There is lots of hiking weather left this summer - I hope to see you on the trail!

“Thank You” to Our Trail Land Owners
Please accept the appreciation of the Cayuga Trails Club Board members for your
continuing permission to route local trails through your property. Perhaps your
trail's caretaker has said so directly. Please know that we are all grateful for the
privilege of enjoying your back woods, streams, and fields. On behalf of all hikers
and CTC members, we acknowledge that, without your generosity, we would simply
never have a continuous trail to enjoy in our local area.

Adopt-A-Highway Reminder

O

ur two mile stretch of highway along New York State Route 366 will be ready for it’s third clean up of the season
on August 28th (Tuesday). Meet just before 6:30 p.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the intersection of Route 366 and
Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito
Brancato at (607) 272-8851 or vito.brancato@gmail.com.
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John Andersson has Retired ???
by Jim Connors

I

he got home! When John discovered hiking, he gave up
had the privilege of attending my friend John
hunting because it provided what he liked most about
Andersson’s retirement celebration on April 27,
hunting - traveling through the woods observing things 2007. Among his work peers and family members
without having to carry a heavy gun. Plus he could enjoy
was a large presence of his hiking family. After the
hiking all year long.
social hour and a wonderful dinner many folk stepped up
Tom Reimers suggested John join the CTC and later
to the microphone to share stories of their relationship
run for the open “Member At-Large” seat in January
with John.
1993. The following year, John ran successfully for CTC
John has dedicated many years supporting the CayuPresident. Tom further encouraged John to run for a
ga Trails Club (CTC) and the Finger Lakes Trail ConferBoard of Managers seat for the Finger Lakes Trail
ence (FLTC). His retirement is a good time to share a
Conference, since he said previous CTC Presidents had
brief biography about this man.
John started working at the Tompkins County Health
held this position. He didn’t tell John that the Board
Department (TCHD) in Ithaca, New York on November
meetings were all day affairs - as in you have to leave
11, 1977. He began his career on June 2, 1970 at the
home by 7 a.m. and get home after 5 p.m. because many
City of Rochester Engineering Dept after earning a Civil
of the meetings were in the Rochester area.
Engineering Degree from ClarkJohn plans to use his Professionson University in Potsdam, NY.
al Engineer (PE) License to operate
There, he worked mostly on sewer
a small engineering consulting firm
main and water main design. In
specializing in water supply and
those days John recalls walking
sewage treatment for homes and
through the brick lined sanitary
small businesses. He also plans to
sewers under the City, donning
spend a day a week or so hiking or
only boots and rain gear. The air
on trail maintenance. Of course, he
there was never tested nor were
has a lot of projects around the home
masks worn. The sewers were
to do, and a young grandson in
works of art, built in an oval secBoston to visit.
tion with red brick. John quips,
John has been member at-large,
“We often, of course, saw lots of
vice president, president, co-presi“brown trout”, and knew when we John Andersson shows one of his retirement gifts. Birding dent, secretary, and social chair, for
were downstream of Ragu Spathe CTC. He served one 3 year term
is one of John’s many passions. Photo by Jim Connors .
ghetti when we saw whole Italian
on the FLTC Board of Managers,
dinners float by.”
and then 4 years as secretary. He is currently chair of the
Continuing his career path in public service he joinFLTC Recognitions Committee which solicits and
ed the Monroe County Health Dept in 1974, and earned
reviews the applications for the service awards from the
his Professional Engineer License the same year. After
FLTC. He holds badge #101 for the FLT End-to-End,
serious financial cut-backs in Monroe County John went
hiking many miles with (especially) Phil Dankert, Jack
job hunting and feels he was quite lucky to find the
VanDerzee, Nick Van Dam, and Jennifer Wilson. It only
“Director of Environmental Health” position at the
took John eight years to complete the Finger Lakes Main
TCHD in Ithaca.
Trail. In 2006 he completed all the FLTC branch
John became involved in hiking in 1992 when the
trails. John says, “I don’t yet have a “next hiking goal”
Cayuga Trails Club, under Tom Reimers, Cliff and Doris
in mind, but I am considering the Long Path North, as it
Abbott, Bettie Lewis and others, and Theresa Lyczko
travels through my boyhood home of Schoharie County,
with the TCHD’s Healthy Heart Program, promoted the
or, perhaps climbing the Catskill peaks.”
“Hike Across Tompkins County” series. John recalls
Although retired from his full time job, it sure looks
hiking ten miles on Sundays and then recovering in the
like John will be leading a busy life in retirement. Best
tub with the newspaper and a beer. A few years later he
wishes to you John as you enter this portion of your
was able to hike 15 miles and still mow the lawn when
life’s journey.
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Hike Reports
Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #519
♦ Date: April 22, 2007
♦ Location: The Cayuga Trail
♦ Leader: Tom Reimers

A

ttendance for the annual Earth Day Hike on the Cayuga
Trail is always unpredictable. More than 20 hikers and
as few as three have participated in previous years.
Weather is a very important factor affecting attendance.
The 16th annual Earth Day Hike held on April 22 was attended
by a record 39 hikers on a beautiful, sunny spring day.
Starting from Freese Road, the group passed the high banks
area along Fall Creek and then descended to the creek’s edge
before heading up a side gorge. In other years, many early spring
wildflowers including trillium, coltsfoot, hepatica, and cut-leafed
toothwort were blooming. This year, because of the strange
spring weather (including a late nor’easter snow storm), all we saw were a few coltsfoot and hepaticas along this section
of the trail. After crossing Fall Creek on the NY Route 13 bridge near Lower Creek Road in the Town of Dryden, the hike
followed an abandoned railroad bed before re-entering woods. Hikers crossed Monkey Run Road south and eventually
came to NY Route 366 in downtown Varna. A mile-long road walk along 366 and up Freese Road took hikers back to
their cars. It was a great hike on a beautiful trail! Thanks to the 39 participants! Wow! 39!

Special April Hike Report
♦ Date: April 29, 2007
♦ Location: The Abbott Loop
♦ Leader: Phil Dankert

O

n a bright, sunny late April day nine Cayuga Trail Club (CTC) members and one guest had a good time hiking the
Abbott Loop. Two of those hikers, intent on setting the record for completing this hike, were not seen after the
first two miles. As late as the previous day there remained much doubt as to whether the hike would actually take
place thanks to the previous week’s snowstorm which dumped more than a foot of heavy, wet snow throughout
the area. Especially hard hit were the pine trees. Thanks to the hard work of a very dedicated group of volunteers (putting
in more than 50 hours of trail maintenance) the hike went on as scheduled without a hitch. In fear of leaving someone out,
I will refrain from naming these individuals. When you consider that the Abbott Loop clean-up was only one small part of
the Finger Lakes Trail that CTC members and friends maintain, clean-up of all trail will be, no small task to complete.

Mother’s Day Hike Report
♦ Date: May 13, 2007
♦ Location: The Virgil Mountain Loop
♦ Leader: Edith Cassel

O

n Sunday, May 13, twelve Cayuga Trails Club members and six guests hiked 6.7 miles on the Finger Lakes Trail
starting at Bleck Road, then around the Virgil Mountain Loop and back. The weather was glorious, the trees
sprouted their fresh young green, and native wildflowers and wild garlic were out in profusion. At the half way
point, on top of Greek Peak, we had a leisurely lunch break with a great view. After passing the Virgil Mountain
survey marker, and hiking below the power lines, we found plenty of rocks with fossil prints in them. In various places
along the way, we admired blooming trout lilies, plenty of red trillium and a few white and pink ones, a tall jack-in-the
pulpit, spring beauty, and many other wildflowers and native plants. Was this bright red bird flitting around the trees a
scarlet tanager? We could have used a naturalist for this and a few more questions. Returning to the cars after four hours,
we were tired but satisfied, in good cheer, and grateful for an excellently maintained and blazed trail.
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Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #520
♦ Date: May 20, 2007
♦ Location: Cayuga Trail along Fall Creek
♦ Leader: Carol Mallison

F

ifteen hikers (eleven members, four guests) enjoyed a leisurely ramble along more than four miles of the Cayuga
Trail, starting in Varna and ending at Stewart Ave. The overcast day was a pleasant temperature. Many spring
flowers were blooming, such as jack-in-the-pulpit and trillium. However, the cool spring kept the highlight of our
trip, the Cornell Plantations rhododendron gardens, under wraps, though some bright colors were spotted here and
there. It was interesting to see Cornell’s winter garden under the influence of spring and their hosta beds were very impressive. Two trees got our attention with their spectacular scars from lightening strikes. Just as we were finishing up,
enjoying the view of the City’s many colorful budding treetops, a light drizzle started falling and gave us a bit more encouragement to get to our cars.

National Trails Day Hike Report
♦ Date: June 2, 2007
♦ Location: Lindsay-Parsons Biodiversity Preserve
♦ Leader: Vito Brancato

O

n a typically hot and humid Ithaca June Saturday, fourteen hikers came out to celebrate National Trails Day.
The hike took us through the open fields of the Perserve as well as through some beautifully forested areas.
Everyone welcomed the cool shade of the woods. Our first stop was Coleman Lake and the beaver pond. The
lack of rain showed in the low water levels and wide-spread algae covering the water. Then we hiked across
some railroad tracks and into some cool woods. Our second stop was Cecil’s Cup (more on that in a moment) and then
we hiked through mature forest. As we looped back to our starting point we passed two nature ponds, spotting a great
blue heron take flight, and then stopped off at an abandoned garage which has become an important hibernating site for
rat snakes, causing the Land Trust not to demolish it. What an amazing example of how Nature can make use of what
man creates and discards!
Much thanks to Tom Reimers for sharing information about the Finger lakes Land Trust and for his keen observations - identifying birds by the songs such as the prairie warbler, commenting on the various types of forest ferns we
encountered, explaining the geology of Cecil’s Cup, a depression, or a “kettle” as it is called in the vernacular, in the
earth left by the last glacier to ice-over this area some ten thousand years ago, and giving us reassurance of the
harmlessness of rat snakes as some of us ventured into the garage-turned-snake den. No snakes were seen unfortunately.
Perhaps their shy nature, as Tom pointed out, caused them to stay hidden. All of this made for an enriching hiking
experience. Thanks also goes to Roger Hopkins, Betsy Darlington, Dave Schurman for their trail work and mowing
before the hike. A special thanks to Marsha Zgola for providing healthy snacks - loved those lemon bars, yum, yum apples, oranges, nature bars and drinks, and for organizing the raffle, after the hike. Everyone walked away with
something - Tee shirts, bug spray, hand disinfectant and wipes, nature bars, apples, oranges and discount cards from
Eastern Mountain Sports. Another special thanks for my impromptu co-leader on the hike, Auburn VanDerzee, whose
enthusiasm for hiking was infectious, tender treatment of caterpillars admirable, and participation in the raffle delightful.
All had a great time.

Did You Know…..
by Cris McConkey

In regard to the history track of Robert Treman State Park at the top of Connecticut Hill, I came across this from the
August 1934 Cornell Alumni Review:
“A cabin atop Connecticut Hill was erected secretly as a surprise present for Robert H. Treman (class of 1878), who
purchased a large tract on the summit of the highest spot in Tompkins County, for purposes of public recreation, by a
group of his friends associated with him in state park work in New York State. While the cabin is located on the land
which Mr. Treman has donated for the use of the public it is intended solely for use by him and his friends.”
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Special June Hike Report
♦ Date: June 3, 2007
♦ Location: Bob Cameron Loop, Connecticut Hill
♦ Leader: Cris McConkey

T

he June 3rd special hike along the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) and Bob Cameron Loop (BCL) on Connecticut Hill
also had a walk, look, and learn theme. The purpose of this special hike was to take a look at possible future sites
for wind turbines on Connecticut and Buck Hills. Although considerable interest had been expressed for this hike,
the forecast thunderstorms arrived on cue and we lost many who might otherwise have participated. Regardless,
fourteen signed the hiking roster and only three turned back.
Those who missed out are invited to take a self guided tour. If you would like a map showing the area of possible
wind turbine sites, reply to this email and I will send you a Portable Document Format (PDF) which is about one
megabyte in size. Keep in mind that at this point nothing has been officially proposed in regard to wind turbine sites, and
that Connecticut Hill would be a second phase, after the first phase, if successful. The circles on the PDF map correspond
to points that John Rancich, who hopes to build the wind turbines, penned in. John advised that two acres, which I
calculated equivalent to a circle with a 333' diameter, would be required for the proposed footprint of eight wind turbines.
If you park by the old radio tower building on Tower Road at the top of Connecticut Hill and enter the woods, you
will come across the FLT in short order (just past an orange stake marking the USGS summit marker). Go left (south) on
the FLT, then take a right (west) and follow the orange blazes for the Bob Cameron Loop. This will bring you to the
general area of the proposed site.
Now for the Walk, Look and Learn theme. Fringed polygala were out strong, and we spotted a purple lady slipper, a
clusters of wild columbine, foam flower, and a number of other unidentified wildflowers. Pleurotus Ostreatus (oyster
mushroom) seemed quite abundant. Vireo, wood (or hermit) thrush, and oven birds were identified by their calls. There is
a section on the south branch of the BCL with an amazingly broad expanse of mayapple still in bloom. Also on the south
branch, about half way, we saw what appeared to be evidence of a bear clawing for grubs in the punk of an old fallen tree.
Editor’s note. The Cayuga Trails Club takes no official position nor makes endorsements either pro or con regarding
the use of wind turbines.

Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #521
♦ Date: June 10, 2007
♦ Location: The Old CCC Camp Spur Trail and Finger Lakes Trail
♦ Leader: Tom Reimers

I

t was a beautiful, cool, sunny day as seventeen Cayuga Trail Club
members and four guests joined Tom Reimers on a hike through
Robert H. Treman State Park, the Howard Edward Babcock Preserve,
and the Sweedler Nature Preserve at Lick Brook in Tompkins County.
The hike started on the new Old CCC Camp Spur Trail in upper Treman
State Park. This new trail was featured on the front page of the JanuaryFebruary 2007 edition of Cayuga Trails. Tom described what he knew
about the area that was occupied by Camp SP-6 of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) between 1933 and 1941. Hikers then arrived at
the main Finger Lakes Trail which they followed generally downhill
through Treman Park, stopping for a lunch break at the group campground adjacent to the trail.
The group then hiked through a couple of fields east of NY Route 13/34/96 and began a fairly long and steep uphill
trek in the Sweedler Nature Preserve at Lick Brook. It was satisfying to know that this hike passed through more than five
miles of protected trail corridor and natural areas owned by New York State, the Finger Lakes Land Trust, and Cornell
Plantations. The hike leader lost credibility on the uphill climb in the Sweedler Preserve after proclaiming several times:
"This is the last hill." However, everyone did an excellent job on the mile-long ascent. The hike ended on Town Line
Road where cars had been spotted earlier.
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Hike Leaders Wanted

W

ould you like to lead a hike in the next 12 months? If so, please check the events calendar on our web site for
possible dates. Contact Chris Proulx at (607) 279-2236, chris.proulx@gmail.com and/or Carol Mallison (607)
564-3396, gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com) regarding what you have in mind. And, see further instructions for
hike leaders on our web site www.cayugatrailsclub.org.

Welcome New Members!
by Suzanne Cohen

Gary Johnson
Peg Strickland

Gary Coolidge
Alison Kalett

Jeremy Taylor

Anthony DeFeo & Kristin Schafer
John Moore

Stu Fegely

Grant Denis
Greg Sears

Wow! We have
170 memberships.

Cayuga Trails is published six times a year and is edited and published by Jim Connors.
Comments and original contributions are welcome. Deadline for the early Fall edition is
August 15, 2007. Send to jconnors@twcny.rr.com or 102 Old Stage Road, Groton, NY 13073
NEW Cayuga Trails Club website: www.cayugatrailsclub.org
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Walk, Look and Learn Hike #522
July 15, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Cornell University natural areas on and near campus, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Place: Cornell Plantations headquarters, One Plantations Road, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 1:00 p.m.

T

om Reimers will lead this 3 to 5 mile long hike through several natural areas on and near the Cornell University
campus. These areas will include Gymnosperm Slope, Beebe Lake, Mundy Wildflower Garden, Slim Jim Woods,
Fall Creek Plateau, McGowan Woods, and the East Ithaca Recreation Way. Some of these places have magnificent
old growth forests with huge, wonderful trees. We'll try to identify trees, wildflowers, mushrooms, ferns, and other
flora. For a preview of the areas we plan to visit on this hike, Tom recommends getting a copy of A Field Guide to
Cornell's Natural Areas On and Near Campus by Nancy L. Ostman and F. Robert Wesley. It is for sale at the Cornell
Plantations Gift Shop. Call Tom at (607) 272-8679 or email him at nyhiker@localnet.com for more information.

Walk, Look and Learn Hike #523
August 26, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: The Bob Cameron Loop and Finger Lakes Trail, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart, Ithaca.
♦ Meeting Time: 10:00 a.m.

T

his hike will start, and finish, where the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) crosses Connecticut Hill Road. The total distance
is 5.8 miles. (Bob Cameron Loop portion is 2.6 miles and the FLT portion is 3.2 miles) You will need to wear
sturdy hiking shoes and bring sufficient water and snacks, or lunch. For more information contact leader Phil
Dankert at (607) 257-2578 or pdankert@twcny.rr.com.

Special Evening Hike Offerings
July 18, 2007 (Wednesday)

August 22, 2007 (Wednesday)

♦ Location: Robert H. Treman State Park Upper
Gorge, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Upper Treman parking lot off NY
Route 327.
♦ Meeting Time: 6:00 p.m

♦ Location: Taughannock Falls State Park, Tompkins
County
♦ Meeting Place: Taughannock Falls State Park
gorge parking area on west side of NY Route 89
♦ Meeting Time: 6:00 p.m

E

E

njoy an evening hike through the spectacular
gorges of Upper Treman State Park. We'll walk
the loop trail, passing through magnificently carved natural canyons, and getting up close and
personal with the 115 foot Lucifer Falls. This is easily
one of the most impressive and inspiring trails. For
more information on this hike, contact Carol Mallison
at gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com or (607) 564-3396.

xperience Taughannock Falls from above and
below! This 215-foot-high waterfall is higher
than Niagara Falls by 31 feet. We will hike upper
Taughannock and, time permitting, will also walk
the half-mile trek into the gorge itself to view the falls
from below. This part of the hike may inspire a little
wading in the creek bed over the water-smoothed Tully
limestone. For more information, contact Carol Mallison
at gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com or (607) 564-3396.
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Trails Chairman Report
by Gary Mallow

Note to Our Anonymous Trail Angel

H

ere is a note to the mysterious anonymous trail angel (or angels) who have been working behind the
scenes: thanks for all the effort you've invested in repairing the damage from the April storm! It's great to know
someone is dedicated enough to our trails to go out on his own to clear dead-fall without a hint of recognition for
the effort. I do have a request to forward to you from some of our regular trail workers, however. When you've
cleared a section of trail blocked by significant downfall, please let me know right away by phone or email to avoid
duplicating efforts. This will help focus the goals of the organized group efforts that have been out on sections five or six
times this year so far to areas where the work has not been done. Group work party time is precious; let's maintain the
enthusiasm of those members who volunteer their time and sweat equity for the benefit of all of us hikers. Thanks again.

Wow

W

ow. That was the universal reaction of many club members when they finally got out on parts of the Finger
Lakes Trail (FLT) after that spring snowstorm we had in April. The heavy wet snow came and went quickly,
but it really hit the young conifers hard - the weight of the snow must have been just too much for the shallow
rooted trees - so finding a confluence of small pine, hemlock and spruce down in a small area was a common
occurrence. And there were some massive trees down, too. The Abbott Loop, the Van Lone Loop, the Bob Cameron Loop
and parts of the Finger Lakes National Forest got hit hard.
Fortunately, a group of your fellow club members saw the need to do some heavy lifting and at least eight guys
answered the call for chainsaw and swamper work. A swamper, as I have since learned, is someone who works with the
chainsaw expert, pulling the dead-fall away as it's cut up. Certified sawyers Jonathan Bernstein and Roger Hopkins were
joined by: Tom Reimers, Phil Dankert, Jack VanDerzee, Dave Schurman, John Skawski, and Cris McConkey. This was a
good group, very willing to get right to work, and equally willing to bust on each other, and the Trails Chairman, when the
occasion warranted it. There were at least seven separate organized club projects where we went out to clear trail, and
those are only the days that I know about. A lot of sweat equity and time was invested. I am grateful to everyone who
made a contribution to keeping the FLT open for hikers.

Jonathan Bernstein works to clear the April Nor’Easter storm
damage on the Abbot Loop. Photo provided by Roger Hopkins.

Storm damage on the trail in the National Forest.
Photo provided by Jack VanDerzee
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Trails Chairman Report (con’t)

Four New Trail Registers

W
B

e now have four new trail registers for you to sign into. Thanks to Finger Lakes Land Trust member Bob
Corneau for building them for us, at the cost of materials only. Also thanks to: Tom Reimers, Phil Dankert, and
Roger Hopkins for installing them.

Thatcher's Pinnacles Available

elieve it or not, one of the most beautiful and spectacular views from the Finger Lakes Trail is available for
adoption. If you're interested in adopting a section of trail, you won't get another opportunity like this one in 2007,
that's for sure. The open section is approximately 1/3 of the Abbott Loop, the part that includes spectacular
Thatcher's Pinnacles, overlooking a good part of southwest Tompkins County.
This section is in need of some re-blazing after a number of trees came down in April, and some puncheon bridging
may be in order in time, so if you plan to take it, be prepared to take on some work, but it's well worth the effort.
Trail adopters agree to hike their sections at least threee times a year to remove briers, brambles brush, and branches
from the trail tread. You are also responsible to keep blazes fresh and visible and to maintain proper signage at trail-heads.
Support and instruction is available from the Trails Chair. For more information, contact: garymallow2004@yahoo.com.

Cornell Student Project

T

hanks to Amy Freitag and her fellow Cornell students, who took time out from their final exam studies to work on
a portion of the Cayuga Trail, painting blazes among other things. It's great to see some of our younger club
members make a contribution this way, and I am looking forward to working with the Cornell Outdoor Education
group again this year. They did a wonderful job for us in Treman Park last year.

Another Connors Bridge To Go Up

Rumsey Hill Reroute

im Connors is leaving quite a legacy as we prepare
to construct a fifth Connors Bridge on the Cayuga
Trail this summer. As of this writing, we did not yet
have a quorum of volunteers who were available on
one day to finish the job. But the bridge, a 16-footer, was
prefabricated at the Connors' home on June 1st, ready to
be transported to the construction site. The new span will
circumvent a wet muddy spot on the trail in a miniravine. Thanks to Jim and Sigrid for hosting the work
party at their home in Groton, and for the pre-fab work
provided by: Dave Schurman, Susann Argetsinger,
Roger Hopkins, and Jack VanDerzee.

number of hikers have noticed dead-fall on the
Finger Lakes Trail from a logging operation off
Rumsey Hill Road. in Newfield. We have been
in communication with the landowner there,
who has removed the logs and hopes to work on the
remaining tree tops either this summer or fall. At this
writing, the intention is to either temporarily reroute the
trail to an older, now abandoned route, on an adjoining
section owned by a neighbor, or do a road-walk on
Rumsey Hill Road and Trumbull Corners Road. For
directions on how to do this road-walk, check “Trail
Conditions” on: www.fingerlakestrail.org.

J

A

Come Hike With Us

O

n page one of this newsletter, the Emerald Necklace hike series is featured. Andy Zepp of the Finger Lakes Land
Trust is leading this series to highlight the importance of the Emerald Necklace project that is a focus for the land
trust this year. At this writing, it looks like a series of talks will be included in each day's trek, and he hopes to
have local politicians and landowners join in for at least a part of each day's hike. A number of your fellow club
members are helping to organize and lead this very important public relations effort to draw attention to the value of the
Finger Lakes Trail (FLT), but more critically, to the natural areas the FLT crosses. I endorse this effort and invite all
members to hike, come to the talks, or support the land trust through a financial contribution, or in other ways. As your
Trails Chair, it's become apparent to me how development and resource extraction efforts in our area influence our hiking
trails. Participating in the Emerald Necklace project is a very tangible way to demonstrate what you value about living in
this part of the country. Please act and join us in this wonderful resource protection effort.
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Hodgepodge….
Robert Henry Treman - Class of 1878 - first of the Treman family to attend Cornell; Cornell University trustee
for forty-six years, one of the longest terms in its history; philanthropist; gave land for Treman State Parks;
second oldest member of the Cornell University Athletic Hall of Fame and president of Cornell University
Alumni Association.

From the Archives..
April/May 1998 reprint from the "Heart and Sole" column of the North Country Trail Association Newsletter
(circa 1998) “TOM REIMERS recalls the North Country Trail Association when it
was little more than a good idea! The Finger Lakes Trail had been conceived in
1961 by Wallace D. Wood, almost 20 years before the North Country Trail was
authorized by Congress. Tom was involved in the FLTC when the North Country
Trail Association asked for representatives from what would become known as
Affiliates - independent groups managing long segments of trail which are
concurrent with the NCT. As a member of that early board Tom remembers what
seemed to be an overwhelming task. "We had no idea how we would accomplish
development of a 3,200-mile-long trail," he sighed. Within a few years, Tom was
elected vice-president of the NCTA, and then president. He served in this
capacity for three years, and feels it to be his most valuable contribution to the North Country Trail. He was able
to increase communication with local management authorities. This helped make them more aware of the national
status of the trail which was being pieced together and built. Tom also saw the NCTA grow from a cub
organization to a new level of professionalism under his guidance. He has held many positions: Cayuga Trails
Club president, FLTC president, editor of the FLT News, webmaster for the FLT web site, member of the FLTC
Board of Managers, and board member of the Finger Lakes Land Trust. He is currently Trails Chairman of the
Cayuga Trails Club, and its newsletter editor. The FLTC will present the Wallace D. Wood Distinguished Service
Award to Tom Reimers in April of this year. You will wonder where all this fits into one life, since Tom is also a
professor at the Comell University College of Veterinary Medicine. Does it sound like he never leaves a desk?
Wrong. Tom's interest in trails began in 1975 when a friend took him backpacking in Colorado. It was "cold, wet,
raining and snowing all weekend", said Tom. "Most people would have been miserable and would never have
wanted to do that again, but I fell in love with the adventure and discovered the magic of being out there." That
overwhelming task of creating thousands of miles of trail is being accomplished thanks to the efforts of folks like
Tom Reimers.”

President …………….... John Andersson
Vice President ………… Vito Brancato
Secretary ……………… Chris Proulx
Treasurer …………...… Jack Vanderzee
Walk, Look &
Learn Hikes …………… Carol Mallison, Chris Proulx
Finance ………………... June Meyer
Guide Book ………….… Tom Reimers
Membership …………... Suzanne Cohen
Social ………………….. Marsha Zgola
Trails ………………….. Gary Mallow
Newsletter …………….. Jim Connors
Archives/Historian ...…. Barbara Morley
Publicity ………………. Carol Mallison
Adopt-A-Highway ……. Vito Brancato
Members at Large…...... Pam Henderson, Roger Hopkins

Wallace D. Wood Stone Memorial located
on Finger Lakes trail Map M7
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Mark Your Calendar
Sunday, July 15 . . . . . . . .

Walk, Look and Learn Hike #522. Cornell University natural areas on and near campus. Details
page 8. Meet at 1:00 p.m. at Cornell Plantations Headquarters. Leader: Tom Reimers, (607) 2728679 (nyhiker@localnet.com).

Wednesday, July 18 . . . . . Special Hike. Robert H. Treman State Park Upper Gorge. Details page 8. Meet at 6:00 p.m. at
Upper Treman parking lot off NY Route 327. Leader: Carol Mallison, (607) 564-3396,
(gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com).
Tuesday, August 7 . . . . . . . Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting. Meet at 7:00 p.m. at either Scott Heyman
Conference Room, Old Jail, 125 East Court Street, Ithaca, or, second floor conference room
Court House 320 North Tioga Street, Ithaca. Members welcome.
Wednesday, August 8 . . . . Cayuga Trails Club Annual Summer Picnic. Details page 1. Meet at 6:15 p.m. at the Upper
Pavilion of Robert Treman State Park, just off NY State Route 327. Organizer: Marsha Zgola at
(607) 546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.
Wednesday, August 22 . . . Special Hike. Taughannock Falls State Park. Details page 8. Meet at 6:00 p.m. at Taughannock
Falls state park gorge parking area on west side of NY Route 79. Leader: Carol Mallison, (607)
564-3396, (gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com).
Sunday, August 26 . . . . .

Walk, Look and Learn Hike #523. The Bob Cameron Loop and Finger Lakes Trail. Details page
8. Meet at 10:00 a.m. at Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart,
Ithaca. Leader: Phil Dankert at (607) 257-2578 or pdankert@twcny.rr.com

Tuesday, August 28 . . . . .

Adopt A Highway Clean Up. Details page 2. Meet just before 6:30 p.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the
intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the
Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito Brancato at (607) 272-8851
(vito.brancato@gmail.com).
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Finger Lakes Land Trust Hike and Lecture Series
Six Days on the Finger Lakes Trail

T

he Finger Lakes Land Trust (FLLT) has introduced the Emerald Necklace Conservation project to protect and
preserve an arc of forested lands surrounding the south end of Cayuga Lake encompassing four counties and over
50,000 acres of public and private lands. The Emerald Necklace is a truly unique recreational and ecological
resource. The Finger Lakes Trail is the "golden chain" that links the "emeralds" of state, federal, county, and
privately protected lands.
To raise awareness of the media, elected officials and the public about the project, the FLLT, Cayuga Trails Club
(CTC) and the Finger Lakes Trail Conference (FLTC) will be hosting a six day hike of the Emerald Necklace Greenbelt
from September 10th through 15th. We will be hiking 78 miles of the Finger Lakes Trail, starting in the Finger Lakes
National Forest and finishing in Hammond Hill State Forest, in six one-day segments of about 13 miles each. Each hike
will also include a lunch-time break with speaker.
The hike series will be from Monday, September 10 to Saturday, September 15, 2007. Hike overview is as follows:
 Monday - Satterly Hill Rd. to Cayuta Lake Outlet (13.4 miles)
 Tuesday - Cayuta Lake Outlet to Trumbull Corners Rd. (13.4 miles)
 Wednesday - Trumbull Corners Rd. to Bruce Hill Rd. (13.2 miles)
 Thursday - Bruce Hill Rd. to Durfee Hill Rd. (11.6 miles)
 Friday - Durfee Hill Rd. to Old 76 Rd. (12.3 miles)
 Saturday - Old 76 Rd. to Hammond Hill (13.5 miles)
Please visit the Finger Lakes Land Trust website at www.fllt.org/linkfiles/emneckhikedetails.pdf or the Cayuga Trails
Club website at www.cayugatrailsclub.org/events/eventdetails for more information on meeting locations and time.
The event leader and organizer from the FLLT is Emily Eisman. If you are interested in the lecture or hike series
please register by September 1st by contacting Emily at (607) 275-9487 or at emily@fllt.org. For those that register at
least one week in advance, the Finger Lakes Land Trust will assist with the coordination of transportation between the
hike’s beginning and end points.
We are also looking for volunteers! Specifically hike leaders, hike sweeps, and sag wagon support. CTC members
interested in volunteering please contact Emily (emily@fllt.org or 607-275-9487).

Members and Guests Invited !
Cayuga Trails Club General Membership Meeting and Dish to Pass Supper
by Marsha Zgola

Date/time: Sunday, October 21st at 4:30pm
Location: Cornell Cooperative Extension Bldg., 615 Willow Avenue, Ithaca, NY

B

usiness to discuss? Have a nomination committee nomination? Please bring a dish to pass; the club will provide
table service, soft drinks, coffee and wine. Carol Mallison will lead a pre-meeting 2.5 mile hike on the Waterfront
Trail (Phase III) and onward to the Lighthouse. If hiking, please meet Carol at the Cornell Cooperative Extension
parking lot at 3:00 p.m. For an after supper activity everyone is invited to share up to ten slides/photos each. If
you would send these electronically to Roger Hopkins, he will transfer them onto a compact disc for easier viewing.
Hoping to see MANY of you there!

President’s Report
by John Andersson

T

he next Newsletter doesn’t come out until December, after Thanksgiving, so I’d like to devote a
few words to some of the things we Cayuga Trails Club (CTC) members have to be thankful for
now. Some are really obvious, like the beautiful natural area we live in where we can hike year
round, where trails are close by, with lots of public land and private landowners who are willing to
share a little strip of property with us.
We are also thankful for the volunteers who take so much time to keep the trail and club running.
Volunteers adopt and maintain trail, construct bridges and reroutes, process paper (write minutes, pay bills, handle new
member applications and renewals), design and maintain the website, write articles and edit the Newsletter, stock the
Guide to Hikes in numerous stores, organize and lead hikes and events and maintain equipment. I could go on and on, but
you get the point that it is people who make the CTC so successful and active.
Thanks to efforts of many many past and present volunteers, the CTC is in the enviable and thankful position of
having significant resources beyond most hiking clubs. The Executive Board is in the process of identifying these
resources and determining how best to protect them for the members. We have wound up with trail maintenance
equipment and tools, of course, and some money in the bank. We own a piece of land, thanks to the Nature Conservancy,
called the Reiman Woods, in the Town of Enfield. We identified less tangible resources, such as the Guide to Hiking
Trails in the Finger Lakes Region that is the source of most of our money in the bank. Sales of the Guide, and interest
from savings accounts, earn enough to subsidize dues and the annual dinner. The Guide only exists, of course, because
members volunteer to keep it up to date, publish it from time to time, and promote its sales through numerous area stores.
So, I say a great big Thanks to all those volunteers who created the CTC 45 years ago, those who wrote the first Guide,
and all who have kept the club going since then!
The fall hiking season is upon us, and I, for one, believe it is the best season (tied with spring, summer and winter) for
hiking. I hope to see you on the trail!

Welcome New Members!
By Suzanne Cohen

Tiffany Caruso

Kim VanNorman

Bette Windstein

Linda Westlake

Adopt-A-Highway Reminder

O

ur two mile stretch of highway along New York State Route 366 will be ready for it’s final clean up of the season
on October 27th (Saturday). Meet just before 10:00 a.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the intersection of Route 366 and
Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the Cayuga Trail Club Adopt -A- Highway program contact Vito
Brancato at (607) 272-8851 or vito.brancato@gmail.com.
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CTC 2007 Picnic a Success!
by John Andersson

N

early 30 Cayuga Trail Club members gathered to enjoy a shared meal and discussions about recent trips, trail
work, recipes, children and parents on Wednesday evening, August 8th, at Upper Treman State Park. Despite
threats during the day, no rain fell as we enjoyed whatever we brought to grill over charcoal, and yummy salads.
A sign of the season was fresh corn several members brought to share.
After the meal, a dozen hikers followed Tom Reimers along the new Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) Spur around
the Old Mill and up the log, rock and earthen staircase (thanks to Cornell Outdoor Education Class) and up to the Finger
Lakes Trail. Tom pointed out remnants of stone stairs and the flagpole base of the Civilian Conservation Corps Camp
where 200 young men lived 70 years ago while they created the remarkable stone works in the local State Parks.
Thanks to all who came and enjoyed the warm and humid but delightful evening, brought the tasty food to share, and
provided the opportunity to “take a hike”!

“Thank You” to Our Trail Land Owners
Please accept the appreciation of the Cayuga Trails Club Board members for your
continuing permission to route local trails through your property. Perhaps your
trail's caretaker has said so directly. Please know that we are all grateful for the
privilege of enjoying your back woods, streams, and fields. On behalf of all hikers
and CTC members, we acknowledge that, without your generosity, we would simply
never have a continuous trail to enjoy in our local area.

W

Hike Leaders Wanted

ould you like to lead a hike in the next 12 months? If so, please check the events calendar on our web site for
possible dates. Contact Chris Proulx at (607) 279-2236, chris.proulx@gmail.com and/or Carol Mallison (607)
564-3396, gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com regarding what you have in mind. And, see further instructions for
hike leaders on our web site www.cayugatrailsclub.org.
President …………….... John Andersson
Vice President ………… Vito Brancato
Secretary ……………… Chris Proulx
Treasurer …………...… Jack Vanderzee
Walk, Look &
Learn Hikes …………… Carol Mallison, Chris Proulx
Finance ………………... June Meyer
Guide Book ………….… Tom Reimers
Membership …………... Suzanne Cohen
Social ………………….. Marsha Zgola
Trails ………………….. Gary Mallow
Newsletter …………….. Jim Connors
Archives/Historian ...…. Barbara Morley
Publicity ………………. Carol Mallison
Adopt-A-Highway ……. Vito Brancato
Members at Large…...... Pam Henderson, Roger Hopkins
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Hike Reports
Special June Hike Report
with their ever watchful parents. Sharp eyes discovered a
nest of baby birds watching us pass by underneath.
Bird enthusiasts took many opportunities to identify
something familiar. But, no one knew what that strange,
pine cone looking plant was popping straight up here
and there from the forest floor. All the while, we were
serenaded by a concert of birds and a chorus of frogs. At
trails end, Stephanie treated us to fresh picked,
scrumptious strawberries.

♦ Date: June 19, 2007
♦ Location: Sapsucker Woods
♦ Leader: Carol Mallison

O

n a day when we were expected to have severe
thunderstorms, complete with 70 mph winds and
hail, 12 hikers (6 members, 6 guests, including 2
visitors from the Netherlands) braved the
elements and experienced a most pleasant evening in
Sapsucker Woods. Evidence of spring’s influence was
everywhere as we watched goslings and ducklings swim

Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #522
♦ Date: July 15, 2007
♦ Location: Cornell Plantations Natural Areas, Ithaca
♦ Leader: Tom Reimers

A

heavy, brief downpour at 12:30 p.m. didn't stop 12
Cayuga Trails Club members and 1 guest from
beginning a moderate hike at 1:00 p.m. along footpaths and roads of Cornell Plantations. Participants
walked around Beebe Lake and through the Mundy
Wildflower Garden, the F.R. Newman Arboretum, Slim Jim
Woods, Arboretum Meadows, Arboretum Woods, Fall Creek
Valley, and other areas. Hikers were tested by the hike leader
on identification of trees, wildflowers, and ferns along the way.
Roger Hopkins's GPS "reported" that the hike was exactly 5
miles long. A highlight of the hike seemed to be a visit to the
Muenscher Poisonous Plant Garden with lots of interest in the
plants and the problems they can cause on display.

Some of the hikers who participated in Walk, Look, and
Learn Hike 522 on July 15. Photo by Tom Reimers.

Special July Hike Report
accented the trail. Suddenly, we were confronted by a
good sized snapping turtle standing its ground in the
middle of the trail. In consideration of additional hikers
and dogs behind us, we carefully encouraged the snapper
back off the trail. On our return trip, several of us
experienced an echo phenomena while standing close to
the sheer rock walls.

♦ Date: July 18, 2007
♦ Location: Upper Treman State Park
♦ Leader: Carol Mallison

S

even members took a leisurely hike along the
spectacular gorge of upper Robert H. Treman
State Park. The water level was high, lending
beauty to the many cascades, waterfalls and
rushing flumes. Day lilies were in bloom on the far bank
across from Lucifer Falls. Here and there, red efts
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Cayuga Waterfront Trail Special Evening
Walk, Look and Learn Evening Hike # 524
September 18, 2007 (Tuesday)

♦ Location: Cayuga Waterfront Trail, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Place: Chamber of Commerce parking lot at 904 East Shore Drive
♦ Meeting Time: 6:00 p.m.

J

oin us for a hike on the Cayuga Waterfront Trail Phase III. What, it’s not done yet? Well, then, I guess we’ll just take
a walk on the wild side! And, Rick Manning, Trail Coordinator, will lead the way. The Cayuga Waterfront Trail
Initiative is a partnership between the Tompkins County Chamber of Commerce Foundation and the City of Ithaca to
develop the Cayuga Waterfront Trail. Phase III will be a 2.5 mile section connecting the Ithaca Farmers Market to
Stewart Park and the Tompkins County Visitor Center. So, if you’re curious about just how the trail will get from here to
there, join Rick and I for an evening stroll. For more information about the Cayuga Waterfront Trail, visit
www.cayugawaterfronttrail.com. For more information about the hike, contact Carol Mallison, (607) 564-3396 or
gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com.

Autumn in “The Arnot”
Walk, Look and Learn Hike #525
October 14, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Arnot Forest, Schuyler and Tompkins Counties
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart, Ithaca.
♦ Meeting Time: 1:00 p.m.

T

his hike is easy, mostly downhill and approximately 4.5 miles long. The Arnot Teaching and Research Forest is
located in the hilly, forested Southern Tier region of New York State. The “Arnot” is owned by Cornell University
and managed by the Department of Natural Resources in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. It is the
largest actively managed forest owned by Cornell.
In addition to 2,400 acres of mature forest, the Arnot includes some 100 acres of open land (grass and goldenrod),
1,345 acres of old fields, saplings, brush, and pole timber, 170 acres of softwood plantations, 40 acres of sugarbush, 20
acres of field campus, 10 ponds, and Banfield Creek. More than 400 species of vascular plants and 135 species of birds, in
addition to numerous amphibians, reptiles, and mammals, inhabit the Arnot. Approximately 100 contiguous acres of
grassland are maintained to provide habitats for birds, butterflies, and other wildlife.
There are no hiking trails in the Arnot. However, old used and unused roads are great for hiking. They pass by one of
the best autumn views in the area.
If you prefer the challenge of hiking down and back up again, meet us at the North Gate of the Arnot Forest at Irish
Hill Road at 1:40 p.m. Contact hike leader/organizer Barbara Nussbaum at (607) 257-6906 or barbnussb@yahoo.de.

Cayuga Trails is published six times a year and is edited and published by Jim Connors.
Comments and original contributions are welcome. Deadline for the Fall edition is October 15,
2007. Send contributions to jconnors@twcny.rr.com or 102 Old Stage Road, Groton, NY 13073.
NEW Cayuga Trails Club website: www.cayugatrailsclub.org
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Annual Erv Market Hike
October 13, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: Abbott Loop Trail, Danby State Forest, Tompkins County. Finger Lakes Trail Map M17
♦ Meeting Place: Danby Park and Ride lot on the corner of NY Route 96B & Gunderman Rd; six miles south of Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 10:00 a.m.

T

his year’s Annual Erv Markert Hike will be on the Abbott Loop featuring a climb to Thatcher’s Pinnacles with
beautiful vistas of Inlet Valley, West Danby and The Lindsay-Parsons Biodiversity Preserve. Created by long-time
Cayuga Trails Club members Doris and Cliff Abbott, the trail is 8.4 miles long and includes 1.7 miles of the main
Finger Lakes Trail (FLT). Fairly rugged climbs and descents will be hard to avoid on this hike which will be done
at a moderate pace.
The Danby Park and Ride is on the west side of Route 96B just south of Gunderman Road. Those commuting from
the southwest can meet at the north trail crossing on Michigan Hollow Road. Please allow time for the main group from
Danby to arrive. Participants are advised to bring plenty of fluids, lunch and snacks, and clothing appropriate for the
weather. For more information contact hike leaders Jim or Sigrid Connors at (607) 898-4163 or jconnors@twcny.rr.com.
Ervin Markert served as the FLTC Trail Committee Chair for nearly twenty years. During that time he also served on
several state and national committees and organizations involved with trails and hiking. He interfaced extremely well with
many public employees in the state and federal governments that were involved with trails. This annual hike serves to
honor his significant contribution to the FLT.
.

Special October Hike
October 20, 2007 (Saturday)

Michael DeMunn will be a special guest on the hike.
Mike is an ecological forester who has done extensive
work for the Finger Lakes Land Trust, Ithaca College,
Cornell University, and numerous private landowners.
He will share his understanding of how trees, other
plants, animals, soils, topology, geology, and cultural
history come together to make each patch of woods
special. It promises to be a fun and interesting hike.
We are not sure exactly what we will encounter on
this hike, as part of the purpose is to get to know our
woods. Come prepared for possibly difficult
bushwhacking. We expect that the duration will be 2 to 3
hours. Contact hike leader Roger A. Hopkins at (607)
257-9778 or roger@naturalhighs.net.

♦ Location: Rieman Woods Exploration and Hike
♦ Meeting Place and Time: Not determined at time
of publishing. Please refer to Cayuga Trails Club
website at www.cayugatrailsclub.org for this
information

D

id you know that the Cayuga Trails Club is a
landowner? Yes, the club owns 37 acres in the
town of Enfield, named Rieman Woods, which
includes a 0.8 mile section of the FLT. On
October 20th, we will hike the trail and then wander
through the rest of the property to discover just what we
have. We will also walk and informally mark the
boundaries, and do an evaluation of the composition and
health of the forest. Following the hike, we hope to
formulate a long term plan for the property.

Special Sunrise Hike
October 28, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Lucifer Falls, Robert Treman State Park, Ithaca, Tompkins County
♦ Meeting Place: Parking lot at Gorge Trail trailhead, Robert Treman SP (lower), Rt. 327, Ithaca
♦ Meeting Time: 7:00 a.m.

C

hris Proulx will lead an early morning hike at Robert Treman State Park. We will hike up the Gorge Trail in the
early morning light with hopes of enjoying some of the first rays of sun as they reflect off Lucifer Falls and the late
fall foliage. Bring along your thermos of hot coffee or tea to enjoy at the top of the falls. Depending on the interest
of the group, we may return via the Gorge Trail or choose to create a loop on either the Rim Trail or the Finger
Lakes Trail via the new CCC Spur Trail. This four to five mile hike will be at a moderately brisk pace in order to catch
the early sun and shake off the morning chill. Contact: Chris Proulx, (607) 279-2236, chris.proulx@gmail.com.
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Special November Hike
November 10, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: The Interloken Trail, Finger Lakes National Forest, Schuyler and Seneca Counties
♦ Meeting Place: U.S. Forest Service parking area at south end of the Interloken Trail off Burnt Hill Road, north of
Bennettsburg and south of Wyckoff Road
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m.

C

lub members Marsha Zgola and Jennifer Wilson will lead a special hike along the Interloken Trail in Finger
Lakes National Forest. This approximately 12-mile-long hike will feature dense forests, open meadows, and
rolling farmland and pass by several ponds, campsites, and a lean-to. The trail is an official spur of the 800-milelong Finger Lakes Trail System and also encompasses a short segment of the multi-state North Country National
Scenic Trail. The terrain is easy and will be hiked in a slightly downward direction. Given the time of year and the miles
hiked, this outing will not be for the faint-hearted, however.
We will proceed somewhat briskly with few and short breaks. Please dress for the time of year. Layering of warm but
breathable garments and a daypack with raingear are advisable. Bring sufficient drinking water and a sandwich or highenergy snacks. We will leave most cars at the trail's southern end and shuttle together to begin at the north end on
Parmenter Road. For those who are unsure about finding the trail head or who want to carpool, meet Jennifer at 8:20 a.m.
at the Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across New York Route 13 from K-Mart Plaza. For more information contact
Jennifer at (607)753-8641 or JenJen2@usadatanet.net or Marsha at (607) 546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.

The Finger Lakes Trail System

To purchase detail, color, topographical and water proof maps of these sections of the Finger Lakes Trail, visit the Finger
Lakes Trail Conference store at www.fingerlakestrail.org.
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Trails Chairman Report
by Gary Mallow

First - a Note from Phil Dankert…..

I

n the Summer (July-August) 2007 issue of Cayuga Trails, under the Trails Chairman Report, Gary Mallow
commented on the widespread damage done to part of the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) by the April snowstorm. He then
went on to acknowledge the Herculean efforts put into the clean-up by various individuals, both Cayuga Trails Club
(CTC) members as well as non-members. Having been a minor participant I can vouch for the many hours it took just
to clean up the Abbott Loop for the hike I led on April 19th.
From my perspective I think it is very important to publicly acknowledge what Gary did, not only as a result of the
previously mentioned snow storm (on one day he was out on the trail until after dark in order to complete what he had
started), but for the many other projects that he oversees from one week to the next. The Cayuga Trails Club has been
fortunate, over the years, in having a Trails Chairman (I won't mention names for fear of leaving someone out) who is
dedicated to this enormously time consuming job and Gary is the latest one.
The excellent condition of that part of the FLT for which the CTC is responsible is due in no small part to the efforts
of many individuals some of whom seldom, if ever, get recognized. Without the effective leadership of one key individual,
however, the situation could be different. Thank you Gary, and thank you to your predecessor Trails Chairmen!

Check the Website and Your Email for the Next Trail Project

C

ommunication about our next trail project will be included in a special email to all members who regularly receive
information on club events on the Cayuga Trails Club list-serve. You will also be able to find a project description,
date, time, and contact information on the Cayuga Trails Club website.
As this newsletter was going to press, I and many trail adopters were busy attending to parts of the Finger Lakes Trail
that will be included on the Emerald Necklace hike series. Nothing motivates like having company coming to get you
going on the housework!

Another Connors Bridge Completed

N

ine volunteers showed for the installation of another Connors
Bridge, this one on the Cayuga Trail, near the Ag Experiment
fields just off Route 366. This 16-footer spans a wet, muddy
spot that was a bit of an obstacle on this hiking and running
trail, which is especially popular with Cornell University students (it's
on university land).
The jovial work group, entirely composed of men, put all the
puzzle pieces together, digging holes for the vertical 4 X 4 pressure
treated supports, then bolting together the two halves of the bridge that
had been prefabricated earlier this summer at the home of Jim and
Sigrid Connors. The final touches were the installation of the
decking, made from a durable man-made composite material, and a
handrail. A good time was had by all, everyone and every tool was out
of the woods by early afternoon. This is our fifth Connors Bridge to
be installed, the second on the Cayuga Trail. The bridge is named for
Jim Connors, who designed and has been responsible for prefabricating
most of the bridges, with help from club members.
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The new footbridge on the Cayuga Trail built by CTC
volunteers on July 12. In background from left: Vito Brancato,
Dave Schurman, John Andersson, David DeMello, Trails Chair
Gary Mallow, and Roger Hopkins. Photo by Tom Reimers.

Congratulations Joseph Yaros

C

ongratulations go to Boy Scout Joseph Yaros of Troop 42
in Candor on the completion of his Eagle Scout project,
construction of 19 water bars and check dams on an abandoned section of the Finger Lakes Trail in Texas Hollow
State Forest. Yes, you read that right: 19 water bars and check
dams, most of them constructed out of rock harvested from the
hillside. Joseph led the project, which consisted of preparation
work with DEC Forester Gretchen Cicora and your Trails Chair,
ordering and arranging delivery of materials, and of course the
actual work itself over the course of a weekend with fellow scouts
and his troop leaders.
This section of trail has been badly eroded over the years,
which is one reason why we rerouted away from it. The work
Joseph and his team completed should alleviate the erosion and I
wouldn't be surprised if it greens up and becomes almost invisible
to most hikers as brush grows back in the next year or two. Great
work Joseph on a job well done and one that clearly deserves
Scouting's highest honor, the Eagle Scout rank.

Nice Work in Lick Brook Preserve

N

ext time you're in the Lick Brook Preserve, be sure to check out the new kiosk near Town Line Road. By the time
you read this, the kiosk should be completely equipped with a map of the preserve, interpretive information on the
ecosystem there, brochures, and even a plug for Cayuga Trails Club. It would be easy to take it for granted: the
kiosk appears to be professionally constructed, it's very solid, everything is square and level, and it's made of
locust, which blends into the woods perfectly. It was built by our own Roger Hopkins and Dave Schurman, and they did a
great job!

A 200 Foot Causeway in the National Forest

I

f you've hiked up on Satterly Hill, you'll remember it: there's a quagmire near the top of the hill right near the old
vineyard. It just never dries up. Step into it and you're sure it's going to swallow your boot. Well, the folks at the
Finger Lakes Trail Conference (FLTC) and the Finger Lakes National Forest decided to do something about it. As this
newsletter was going to press, Marvin Mobbs, Forestry Technician at the National Forest, was in the process of
confirming delivery of 25 tons of rip-rap and gravel, along with some textile material and drainage tile, to build a 200 foot
causeway that should allow you to keep your boots on when hiking up in the wilds of Schuyler County. Many thanks go
to Howard Beye Vice President for Trails of the FLTC for shepherding the funding proposal through the maze at the
National Parks Service for this project. As of this writing, labor was to be provided by members of Cayuga Trails Club.

Thanks to Tom Reimers

T

hanks to Tom Reimers, who discovered a neglected section of trail and let me know about it. Together we spent
several hours putting it back into a semblance of good condition, pruning back a lot of overgrown brush and
cutting back and dragging many, many spruce trees that apparently came down in the freak April snow storm. I'm
grateful Tom let me know about this section so it could be attended to, and a search for a new adopter was begun.

Community Service Project Completed by Cornell Student

M

any thanks to an anonymous Cornell University student who completed a Community Service commitment by
doing routine trail maintenance on a part of the Abbott Loop. He worked on the loop during a transition period
when we didn't yet have a new trail adopter ready to take it on.
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Welcome Aboard to Two New Trail Adopters

W

elcome to Anthony DeFeo and Kristin Schafer, Cayuga Trails Club newest Trail Adopters. Anthony is taking
on about one-third of the Abbott Loop, the section between Michigan Hollow Rd. and Bald Hill Rd. Kristin
volunteered to care for the Danby section that runs from South Danby Rd. to Route 96B, which includes the
Tamarack Lean-to, privy, and well. Both Anthony and Kristin are experienced hikers and I am happy they have elected to
contribute to the club and the trail in this way.
As of this writing, all our trail sections have adopters assigned to them.

Special Invitation to Our Female Volunteers and Trail Adopters

I

t goes without saying that when your club is involved in a construction project like a bridge or a new outhouse that
most of the volunteers are male. The guys just kind of gravitate to this kind of thing and the gals, for whatever reason,
seem to stay away. Well, it doesn't have to be that way. This is a special invitation to all our female members to come
to our next trail project. On most occasions, no special skills are required and tools are provided; we would welcome
just an ordinary, everyday willingness to carry lumber and provide manual labor. Sure there may be some specialized
skills, like carpentry, that a few of our members have knowledge of, but for the most part, we're looking for people willing
to just pitch in wherever they're needed, and you don't have to be one gender or the other to do that. Oh, and a sense of
humor helps, too. So this is a special invitation to all the gals with a good sense of humor to come on down to the next
project; hope to see you there.

Trails Supporter Patch

T

he new Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) Trails
Supporter Patch is now available for a $5 donation at all outlets where
sporting licenses are sold, on-line at www.dec.ny.gov/36016.html
and via telephone at (866) 933-2257. Patch proceeds will help
maintain and enhance non-motorized trails throughout New York State. All
monies raised from the purchase of the patch will be deposited in the
Conservation Fund's Outdoor Recreation, Trail Maintenance, and
Development Account. DEC administers more than 3,500 miles of nonmotorized trails on State Forests, Wildlife Management Areas, Forest
Preserves, and Multiple Use Area.
Funding from the sales of the trails supporter patch will also provide
DEC's valuable partners in the Adopt-A-Natural-Resource Stewardship
Program with additional money to reach more trails for maintenance assistance. The Adopt-A-Natural-Resource
Stewardship Program is a volunteer-based program which assists DEC with trail maintenance on DEC
administered lands.
The colorful trail patch depicts a winding trail leading from the water to the mountains, a scene typical of
many of New York's trails, and a visible reminder of the state's wonderful legacy of public trails, which connects
people to the natural landscape and our environment. Among those trails that will benefit from the patch are some
of New York's finest and most well-known, including the Northville-Placid Trail, the main Finger Lakes Trail,
and the Long Path, among other trails across the state.
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Chenango Stories Series Article about Ed Sidote
Editor’s Note: Reprinted with permission from Chenango County’s “The Evening Sun” staff writer Jill Osterhout.

A

nyone who has ever met this 90-year resident of Norwich may ask themselves where all his energy comes
from. From his two-mile walk in the morning to his continuous efforts and involvement with various
clubs and organizations throughout the community, Edward Sidote never misses a beat.
Sidote was raised just down the street from where he resides today in the City of Norwich. He was raised by
his mother after his father died after returning from World War I. His mother worked in the knitting mill in the
area for 49 years. While attending Norwich High School, Sidote took up typing, which, following his high school
years, came in handy as he headed off to war.
For the years leading up to World War II, Sidote worked in the office of the Norwich Borden Creamery,
preparing shipping papers and later shipping. After graduation in 1935 from Norwich with a Regents diploma,
Sidote enlisted in the Army in January of 1942 following Pearl Harbor. He was put to work in induction centers
and overseas in medical supplies. His unit was preparing to land on Japanese beaches when the war was ended by
the atomic bomb.
Following his Army tenure, Sidote came back to upstate New York and worked throughout the state for
roughly 16 years. In the 1960’s Ed’s mother became ill, and he decided Norwich would forever be his home. He
owned a camp which needed to be remodeled, and worked several years at Norwich Pharmaceutical. Sidote later
would go into tax preparation for hundreds of clients in the area. When asked about the changes he has seen over
time, Sidote said, “seeing the pharmaceutical plant transfer and close up was a real big change.”
Sidote worked into his early 70’s at the county office building doing tax preparation for the elderly. Long
before retiring, Sidote filled his time by traveling the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT), with which he had been affiliated
with for decades. As a child, hiking and camping were a hobby, but it was not until Sidote came across an
adventure book that his interest was sparked.
Sidote traveled to the Adirondacks and soon discovered the FLT near home. He and his hiking/biking partner
Rufus Perkins decided to walk the end to end FLT which covers 562 miles throughout New York State. “I was 73,
and my walking partner, well he was much younger you see, he was only 72 when we finished,” he said. The duo
walked on weekends and on vacations. When they finished the hike, they placed number three and four of all time.
After conquering the biggest of trails, Sidote says he wanted to help others experience the joy of completing
the end-to-end hike.
Sidote helped create the FLT Bullthistle Hikers Club. He is a member of Chenango Land Trust, the Healthy
Heart Coalition and the Chenango Bird Club. He has won several awards and been honored for his hard work,
including the Howard Beye Lifetime Service Award, which was the first one ever issued, and more.
Along with two others, Sidote had a hand in creating the local Volkssport march that covers a six mile selfguided tour throughout Norwich. Ed explains he is involved in the Healthy Heart Coalition, which is currently
sponsoring the “Chenango on the Move” program. The goal is to get residents to walk 3,000 minutes between
May 5th and September 1st. I have already surpassed that amount, by a lot,” said Sidote.
Ed says even if he rises early, he always makes sure he gets his two miles in every day. He also runs a hike
every week and says he encourages everyone to join Bullthistle Hikers or Chenango on the Move. “Your health is
your most valuable asset you have to take care of it,” he said.

In MEMORIAM: Joycelyn R. Hart 1927-2007
Editors’ note: This article was taken from an August 8, 2007 letter from Mark S. Pedersen of the First Unitarian Society of Ithaca, NY.
Joycelyn is the wife of Cayuga Trail Club member Ed Hart. Ed – we are thinking of you during this time of loss.

T

his week marked the unexpected loss of longtime member Joycelyn Hart. Joycelyn and her husband Dr.
Edward Hart became members in 1955 and raised their five children in the church. She was known for her
warm and infectious smile as well as her generous spirit and intelligence.
Early on Joycelyn worked as a psychiatric social worker practitioner but after she moved to Ithaca she was
employed by Cornell as Assistant Ombudsman. Eventually she became the Associate Vice President for Human
Relations and upon her retirement in 1996 she was elected Associate Vice President for Human Relations,
Emerita. In addition to her husband Joycelyn leaves four of her children and their families including Cynthia, Don,
Jayme, Dana and Marya Schnedeker. She was predeceased by her son, Jonathan.
A memorial service will be held on Saturday, September 22, at Sage Chapel at Cornell, time: TBA. In lieu of
flowers the family requests that gifts be made to Hospicare of Tompkins County, 172 E. King Rd, Ithaca, NY.
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Mark Your Calendar
Mon-Sat, Sept. 10 -15 . . . . Special Hike Series. The Emerald Necklace. Details page 1. Leader: Emily at (607) 275-9487 or
at emily@fllt.org.
Tuesday, Sept. 18 . . . . . . . Walk, Look and Learn Hike #524. Cayuga Waterfront Trail. Details page 5. Meet at 6:00 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce parking lot 904 East Shore Drive. Leader: Carol Mallison, (607) 5643396, (gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com).
Tuesday, October 2 . . . . . Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting. Meet at 7:00 p.m. at either Scott Heyman
Conference Room, Old Jail, 125 East Court Street, Ithaca, or, second floor conference room
Court House 320 North Tioga Street, Ithaca. Members welcome.
Fri-Sun, October 5-7 . . . . .

Finger Lakes Trail Conference Fall Campout. Honoring Ed Sidote on the beginning of his 10th
Decade. At Hickory Hill Family Camping Resort, Bath, NY. For details and registration see FLTC
web site at www.fingerlakestrail.org/docs/FallCampout2007.

Saturday, October 13 . . . .

Annual Erv Markert Hike. Abbott Loop Trail. Details page 6. Meet at 10:00 p.m. at Danby Park
and Ride lot on the corner of NY Route 96B & Gunderman Rd; six miles south of Ithaca.
Leaders: Jim and Sigrid Connors, (607) 898-4163 or jconnors@twcny.rr.com.

Sunday, October 14 . . . . . Walk, Look and Learn Hike #525. Arnot Forest. Details page 5. Meet at 1:00 p.m. at Ithaca
Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart. Ithaca. Leader: Barbara
Nussbaum at (607) 257-6906 or barbnussb@yahoo.de.
Saturday, October 20 . . . . . Special Hike. Rieman Woods Exploration and Hike. Details page 6. Meeting place and time not
determined at time of publishing. Please refer to Cayuga Trails Club website at
www.cayugatrailsclub.org for this information. Leader: Roger A. Hopkins at (607) 257-9778 or
roger@naturalhighs.net.
Sunday, October 21 . . . . .

Cayuga Trails Club General Membership Meeting and Dish to Pass Supper. Details page 1.
Meet at 4:30 p.m. at Cornell Cooperative Extension on 615 Willow Avenue. For pre-meeting hike
meet at 3:00 p.m. at the Cornell Cooperative Extension parking lot on 904 East Shore Drive.

Saturday, October 27 . . . .

Adopt A Highway Clean Up. Details page 2. Meet just before 10:00 a.m. at Cornell lot “O” at the
intersection of Route 366 and Caldwell Road. If you have any questions about the
Cayuga Trail Club Adopt-A-Highway program contact Vito Brancato at (607) 272-8851 or
vito.brancato@gmail.com.

Sunday, October 28 . . . . .

Special Sunrise Hike. Lucifer Falls. Details page 6. Meet at 7:00 a.m. at the parking lot at Gorge
Trail Trailhead, Robert Treman SP (lower). Leader: Chris Proulx, (607) 279-2236,
chris.proulx@gmail.com.

Saturday, November 10 . . . Special Hike. The Interloken Trail. Details page 7. Meet at 9:00 a.m. at U.S. Forest Service
parking area at south end of the Interloken Trail off Burnt Hill Road, north of Bennettsburg and
south of Wyckoff Road. Leaders: Jennifer at (607)753-8641 or JenJen2@usadatanet.net or
Marsha at (607) 546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.
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“Ed” Sidote – Finger Lakes Trail Patriarch
by Jim Connors

E

dward Sidote was honored at the Finger Lakes
Trail Conference (FLTC) Fall gathering at
Hickory Hill Camping Resort. His significant
contributions to the
FLTC as well as his 90th
birthday were celebrated at
the Saturday night October
6, 2007 program. Jacqui
Wensich’s Power Point presentation captured a biography of Ed’s life from his
days as a youth up through
his involvement in the
FLTC. Refer to the Early
Fall Edition of Cayuga
Trails page 11 for a synopsis of Ed’s biography.
Jacqui gave the presentation
dressed in green work cloths
as you would normally see
Ed dressed in.
Cayuga Trails Club was
well represented with many
members attending the celebration. Commemorative
FLTC neckerchiefs were
available for a contribution to the Ed Sidote Fund. As a
bonus, Ed autographed these keepsakes for those who
asked.
In Ed’s desire to keep the Finger Lakes Trail viable

forever, he challenged members to match his recent
donation of stocks to the FLTC worth $1250. In doing
this he formed the “Finger Lakes Trail Forever Society”.
As of Saturday’s ceremony
a total of 26 matching
pledges were made. This is
testimony of respect for Ed
and how he has touched us
in our hiking lives.
After the presentation
Ed went on with business
as usual by recognizing
recent End to Ender’s Jeff
and Betty Constable, Beth
Dean, Horst and Sigi
Schwinge, Sigrid Connors,
Joe Dabes (his 7th), Kathy
Brennan, John Morris (his
3rd), Karen Lucianni and
Fred Carranti.
Thank you Edward
Sidote for all you have
done for the FLT and the
local hiking clubs. Your
passion for the trails and
for helping folks become
End to Enders will hold a place in our hearts forever.
Happy Birthday Ed, and as you have been known to say,
Happy Hiking !

Save This Date!!!

T

he Cayuga Trails Club Annual Meeting and Luncheon will be held January 27, 2008 from 12:00 - 4:00 p.m. at The
Ramada Inn on Triphammer Road, Ithaca. More information will be presented in the Winter Newsletter. Mark
your calendar so you do not miss the fellowship, good food and always interesting program.

Cayuga Trails Club President’s Column
by John Andersson

Y

our Board and Committee members are working hard for you! Take a look at what has just been
done and is coming up: worked with the Finger Lakes Land Trust in September to show off the
Emerald Necklace and support the trail corridor; the Dish-to-Pass on October 21 (don’t tell me
you missed it!!); the Annual Meeting on January 27, 2008 (don’t miss that!); and in April we are
sponsoring the Annual (Spring) meeting of the Finger Lakes Trails Conference in Montour Falls. Don’t
forget the installation of bridges, trail building and clearing, landowner relations, and a new look to our
website! And the Guidebook Committee is already beginning to put together the next edition, after a significant re-write
and new maps in 2006! Where am I going with this….well, (to repeat past themes) to remind you that these things get
done by people, just like you, who volunteer their time to serve everybody else. So look through our excellent Newsletter,
find something that interests you, and call a Board member to contribute a bit of yourself, too.
Elsewhere in this issue you can read about the Erv Markert Hike, led by our own energetic Jim and Sigrid Connors
along the Abbott Loop in Danby. This renowned loop is the center of a lot of attention recently. The Erv Markert is a hike
sponsored by the Finger Lakes Trail Conference; the Cornell Outdoor Education group camped there over Columbus
Weekend to install puncheon bridges over a wet spot (the Erv Markert Hikers got to inspect the job first hand); and if you
get the Finger Lakes Trail News you will see on page 32 of the Fall issue a picture of Diane’s Crossing (just off Michigan
Hollow Road) that carries both the Finger Lakes Trail and the Abbott Loop over Michigan Creek on map M17. Thank you
Cliff and Doris for dreaming this trail up; and for getting permission to build it; and for building it and maintaining it for
many years.
I hope to see you on the trail!

Welcome New Members!
by Suzanne Cohen
Brad Edmondson

Charles Hingston

Brian Mick

Stephanie Gehring

Ruzena Hostinska

Peter Rogoff

Althea Heider

Mijeong Kim

Mary Sinnott

Tony Henderson

Hunting Season is Upon Us
by Jim Connors

A

s hunting season approaches please respect trail closures on the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) that cross private land
owner’s property. The best way to know if a trail is closed is by studying the FLT map of that area. Go to the
FLTC website at www.fingerlakestrail.org and click on trail conditions. Please know where you are hiking and
help keep land owner relations positive. New York State Hunting Season dates can be obtained from the
Department of Environmental Conservation website at www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor. For reference, regular deer hunting
season in the Southern Zone starts November 17th and ends on Dec 9th .
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Hike Reports
Special August Evening Hike Report
♦ Date: August 22, 2007
♦ Location: Taughannock Falls State Park
♦ Leaders: Carol Mallison

E

leven hikers (7 members, 4 guests) expressed amazement of the views as they made their way around the upper rim
of Taughannock Falls State Park on this summer evening hike. When we finished, no one had the energy to walk
the trail down to the base of the falls.

Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #523
♦ Date: August 26, 2007
♦ Location: Bob Cameron Loop and Finger Lakes Trail, Connecticut Hill
♦ Leader: Tom Reimers
even enthusiastic hikers joined the leader for a beautiful
walk on the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) and Bob Cameron
Loop (BCL) trail in Connecticut Hill Wildlife Management Area and a remote section of Robert H. Treman
State Park. The weather was perfect on this Sunday after a
depressingly hot and humid Saturday.
The group of eight started where the FLT crosses
Connecticut Hill Road. From there they headed north through
beautiful woods to the radio towers near the highest point in
Tompkins County (2,099 feet). There, they turned off the
white-blazed FLT onto the orange-blazed BCL. The group
stopped for lunch at the site of an old, abandoned lumber mill
deep in the woods on a branch of the Cayuta Inlet. They were
Walk, Look, and Learn hikers enjoy a break at the Laura McGuire
joined briefly by Cris McConkey. He's the volunteer who
Memorial Bench on Connecticut Hill. Photo by Tom Reimers
maintains the BCL. He showed the hikers a beautiful display
of hemlock varnish shelf fungi on a dead hemlock tree. After completing the BCL, hikers backtracked on the FLT to the
end of the hike on Connecticut Hill Road.

S

Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #524
♦ Date: September 18, 2007
♦ Location: Cayuga Waterfront Trail Phase III
♦ Leader: Carol Mallison

D

o you know where the original entrance to Stewart Park is located? Did you know that the building which held
the Wharton Brothers motion picture studio still stands in Stewart Park? An evening rich in history was enjoyed
by 14 hikers (8 members, 6 guests) and one dog during a pleasant stroll through Stewart Park along Phase III of
the future Cayuga Waterfront Trail. Originally known as Renwick Park, a detailed history of the area was
provided by Vikki Armstrong, plus Diana Reisman and Connie Bruce of the Ithaca Motion Picture Project. Phase III of
the Cayuga Waterfront Trail was described by Rick Manning. Hikers also sat on the sod couch behind the Youth Bureau,
learned the difference between a geocach and a letterbox, skillfully avoided the healthiest crop of poison ivy in Tompkins
County, watched a blue heron, and were surprised by a beaver slapping its tail on the water’s surface as it quickly dove for
cover. As for the the original entrance to Stewart Park, look for the two huge stone pillars along the railroad tracks near
the current entrance.
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Special September Hike Report
♦ Date: September 23, 2007
♦ Location: Dabes Diversion Loop, Virgil Mountain
♦ Leaders: Jim and Sigrid Connors

T

his was a celebratory hike in honor of Sigrid
Connors finishing her End to End of the Finger
Lakes main trail. A total of thirteen hikers made
the journey which took us on portions of the
Finger Lakes Trail, Kuzia Cutoff and the Dabes
Diversion Loop. The hike started with the guest of
honor realizing she left her hiking shoes at home. To the
rescue came Jennifer Wilson who just so happened to
have an extra pair of hiking boots in her car that also just
so happen to be Sigrid’s shoe size. We had a nice treat
in that “Java” Joe Dabes attended this hike which
provided the bonus of his sharing knowledge of the trail
highlights. Folks from The Cayuga Trails Club, The
The Foxfire Lean-to made a nice gathering spot on this first day of autumn hike.
Triple Cities Hiking Club and The Bullthistles Hiking
Photo by Jack VanDerzee
Club participated in this hike.
This first day of autumn turned out to be a nice one with blue skies and a slight cool breeze. We started on the white
blazed Finger Lakes Trail (FLT) and soon diverted to the blue blazed Kuzia Cutoff which took us to Hauck Hill Road near
the Hauck Hill campsite. From there we hit the orange blazed Dabes Diversion Loop. The trail followed an old berm and
we saw numerous stone fences, old house foundations and a cistern which all gave us a snap shot of what life has like for
the farming families of the decades past. We rejoined the FLT at Rock Pile Junction and took a nice tour of the amazing
Foxfire Lean-to. This lean-to is a masterpiece. It has a high ceiling, and a handicap accessible fire pit and out house.
Benches and a picnic table make this a “Hilton in the Woods”. Sigrid expressed her thanks to all those who made it to this
special hike.

Special October Hike Report: Annual Erv Markert Hike
♦ Date: October 13, 2007
♦ Location: Abbott Loop Trail, Danby State Forest,
Tompkins County
♦ Leaders: Jim and Sigrid Connors

T

he Abbott Loop made for a wonderful autumn
hike for thirteen hikers who came from Hornell,
Canandaigua, and the Ithaca area. This hike took
us over Diane’s Crossing and on up to the
Thatcher’s Pinnacles summit for a spectacular view of
the Cayuga Inlet Valley and the hills beyond. The
Lindsey Parson’s Biodiversity Preserve is directly below
the Pinnacles but there were a bit too many leaves still
on the trees to get a good glimpse. We spotted a pair of
Red Tail Hawks soaring over the Preserve which were
soon joined by another pair. We thought they may have
been interested in our hikers taking in the view. The rain
The group stops to take in the spectacular view at Thatcher’s Pinnacles. Photo
that fell on Friday made the leaves on the trail loose their
by Marsha Zgola
crunch although there were many bright colors to enjoy.
Near the end of the Abbott Loop we came across the Cornell Outdoor Education Class who was building a 40 foot
puncheon bridge over a wet spot on the trail. It was great to see young people working hard on this wonderful trail.
This rigorous hike was completed by all in good spirits. As the hiking season starts to wind down, all enjoyed each
other’s company while taking in the autumn scenery on this wonderful trail. Erv Markert would be proud!
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Walk Look and Learn Hike Report #525
♦ Date: October 14, 2007
♦ Location: Arnot Forest, Schuyler
County
♦ Leader: Barbara Nussbaum

N

ine Cayuga Trails Club members,
seven guests and a dog joined hike
leader Barbara Nussbaum for a 4.5
miles long hike in Arnot Forest on a
cool cloudy day. After pooling cars in Ithaca
it had started to rain, but it stopped
eventually when we were ready to start the
hike at 2:00 p.m. on Irish Hill Road at the
north entrance to the forest. Arnot Forest is
owned by Cornell University and managed
by the Department of Natural Resources.
There are no hiking trails in the forest, but
The group stops at the “Picture Pond”. Photo by Michael Nussbaum
the currently used and abandoned roads which lead
through several open places offer great opportunities for hiking with beautiful views of the hills with fantastic fall colors.
When we stopped at our “picture pond” for a photo, even the sun showed up for a few minutes.
All hikers were back at the south gate to their cars at about 3:40 p.m. Five hikers and a dog decided to use the day and
enjoy the forest hike back - this time mostly uphill - to the north entrance again, where they arrived at 5:30 p.m.

“Thank You” to Our Trail Land Owners
Please accept the appreciation of the Cayuga Trails Club Board members for your
continuing permission to route local trails through your property. Perhaps your trail's
caretaker has said so directly. Please know that we are all grateful for the privilege of
enjoying your back woods, streams, and fields. On behalf of all hikers and CTC members,
we acknowledge that, without your generosity, we would simply never have a continuous
trail to enjoy in our local area.

President …………….... John Andersson
Vice President ………… Vito Brancato
Secretary ……………… Chris Proulx
Treasurer …………...… Jack Vanderzee
Walk, Look &
Learn Hikes …………… Carol Mallison, Chris Proulx
Finance ………………... Phil Dankert
Guide Book ………….… Tom Reimers
Membership …………... Suzanne Cohen
Social ………………….. Marsha Zgola
Trails ………………….. Gary Mallow
Newsletter …………….. Jim Connors
Archives/Historian ...…. Barbara Morley
Publicity ………………. Carol Mallison
Adopt-A-Highway ……. Vito Brancato
Members at Large…...... Pam Henderson, Roger Hopkins
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Walk, Look and Learn Hike # 526
November 18, 2007 (Sunday)

♦ Location: Lime Hollow Nature Center, Cortland, Cortland County
♦ Meeting Place: Lime Hollow Visitor Center at 338 McLean Rd in Cortland
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m.

C

ayuga Trails Club members Pete Rogoff and Chris Proulx will lead a hike with a mix of easy and moderate terrain.
Known for its marl ponds, streams, peat bog, beaver ponds, and diverse wildlife and plant life, the Lime Hollow
Center currently encompasses and protects hundreds of acres of unspoiled land. Only two miles from the city of
Cortland, the Center lies within and is named for an open valley from whose marl ponds early settlers extracted
agricultural lime. The valley's "kame and kettle" topography, formed beneath glacial ice sheets, supports four other
distinct freshwater habitats: an acid heath bog, vernal ponds, "kettle" ponds, and spring-fed fens. Also on site, and used by
the Center, is the federal Tunison Fish Laboratory. Contact: Chris Proulx, (607) 279-2236 or chris.proulx@gmail.com.
Cayuga Trails is published six times a year and is edited and published by Jim Connors. Comments
and original contributions are welcome. Deadline for the Winter edition is December 15, 2007. Send
contributions to jconnors@twcny.rr.com or 102 Old Stage Road, Groton, NY 13073.
Visit our Cayuga Trails Club website at www.cayugatrailsclub.org

Special November Hike
November 3, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: November Mystery Hike #3 (mystery because we wait to the last minute to figure it out)
♦ Meeting Place: Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart, Ithaca.
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m.

E

d Hart and Don Wilson were following a fox trail through the snow on the Cayuta Gulf trail when suddenly they
lost the tail near the 1st bridge. Backtracking they found the fox prints taking an obtuse angle up the hill on a trail
you have all passed many times but probably not noticed. Several hikes later we have put together a loop which
runs inside the Van Lone Loop. The Fox Trail comes back to the 2nd bridge, and from there we will take the trail
we showed you several years ago connecting to Hendershot Gulf on Swan Hill Rd.(where we will have left half the
cars). We will cross the creek in good boots, not sneakers, and enter Hendershot. We will find the "Shining Path" but
instead of following this to Pony Hollow/Rt.13, we will make another loop back to Swan Hill Rd. There is one precarious
spot on the Fox Trail, but Cayuga Trails Club hikers are a brave lot. Bring water, food and a hiking stick might help. We
will assemble at Taco Bell at 9:00 a.m. then carpool to 2 locations - Swan Hill Rd near Alpine, and the County Route 6/
Gulf Road. For more information contact Don Wilson at (607)387-7500 or ddw9@cornell.edu.

Hike Leaders Wanted

W

ould you like to lead a hike in the next 12 months? If so, please check the events calendar on our web site for
possible dates. Contact Chris Proulx at (607) 279-2236, chris.proulx@gmail.com and/or Carol Mallison (607)
564-3396, gimmechocolate@twcny.rr.com regarding what you have in mind. And, see further instructions for
hike leaders on our web site www.cayugatrailsclub.org.
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Special November Hike
November 10, 2007 (Saturday)

♦ Location: The Interloken Trail, Finger Lakes National Forest, Schuyler and Seneca Counties
♦ Meeting Place: U.S. Forest Service parking area at south end of the Interloken Trail off Burnt Hill Road,
north of Bennettsburg and south of Wyckoff Road
♦ Meeting Time: 9:00 a.m.

C

lub members Marsha Zgola and Jennifer Wilson will lead a special hike along the Interloken Trail in the
Finger Lakes National Forest. This approximately 12-mile-long hike will feature dense forests, open
meadows, and rolling farmland and pass by several ponds, campsites, and a lean-to. The trail is an official
spur of the 800-mile-long Finger Lakes Trail System and also encompasses a short segment of the multistate North Country National Scenic Trail. The terrain is easy and will be hiked in a slightly downward direction.
Given the time of year and the miles hiked, this outing will not be for the faint-hearted, however.
We will proceed somewhat briskly with few and short breaks. Please dress for the time of year. Layering of
warm but breathable garments and a daypack with raingear are advisable. Bring sufficient drinking water and a
sandwich or high-energy snacks. We will leave most cars at the trail's southern end and shuttle together to begin
at the north end on Parmenter Road. For those who are unsure about finding the trail head or who want to carpool,
meet Jennifer at 8:20 a.m. at the Ithaca Shopping Plaza by Taco Bell across New York Route 13 from K-Mart
Plaza. For more information contact Jennifer at (607)753-8641 or JenJen2@usadatanet.net or Marsha at (607)
546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.

Guide to Hiking Trails of the Finger Lakes Region
By Jim Connors

A

s the holiday season approaches and you are
trying to think of that perfect stocking
stuffer, or unique gift
for that hard to shop for
person, make sure to remember
the Guide to Hiking Trails of the
Finger Lakes Region. Cayuga
Trails Club (CTC) members can
purchase the Guide Book with
all 11 maps at a special
membership price of $12, or, the
Guide Book including only the
Cayuga Trail map for $6. The
only way to get the member
discount price is to purchase the
Guide Book from a CTC
Executive
Board
member,
whom are identified on page
five of this newsletter. Guide
Books are also available at the
following outlets: Autumn
Leaves Used Books, BadenPowell Council, BSA (Binghamton), Bookery II, Cornell
Outdoor Education, Cornell Store, Eastern Mountain
Sports, Finger Lakes Running Company, Finger
Lakes Trail Conference, Ludgate Produce Store,
Outdoor Store, Watkins Sporting Goods

(Watkins Glen) A Book Barn of the Finger Lakes,
Borders Ithaca, Cayuga Ski and Cyclery, Cornell
Plantations, First Edition Book Store (Norwich)
Lime hollow Center for Environment and Culture Visitor’s
Center, and Storylines Bookstore & Cafe (Watkins Glen).
Please note that you will pay
more at these outlets even if you
are a CTC member.
Sales of the Guide to Hiking
Trails of the Finger Lakes
Region are the primary revenue
generator for the Cayuga Trails
Club. This revenue allows the
executive board to keep membership costs low, subsidize publishing of the newsletter, maintain trails the CTC is responsible
for, and subsidize the costs for
the Annual Meeting. Purchasing
a guide book for yourself or as
gifts not only provides you with
a wonderful resource, it also
helps the CTC in its mission to “explore, enjoy and
preserve wild lands and places of natural beauty…”.
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Photos submitted by Marsha Zgola.
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Memories from the “Sidote Birthday Bash”
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Trails Chairman Report
by Gary Mallow

Thanks To All Trail Adopters, Emerald
Necklace Hikes A Success

T

hanks to everyone who made a special effort
in late August and early September to put our
section of the Finger Lakes Trail in good
condition for the hikers participating in the
Emerald Necklace hike series. I received almost
unanimous praise from Andy Zepp and the folks
from the Finger Lakes Land Trust (FLLT), from
hikers, and from others on the excellent condition of
just about the entire length of our section. Even more
encouraging for me was the response from trail
adopters when I urged everyone to check their
sections. Many of our adopters went out just before
the hike series, spent several hours pruning and
painting blazes, reported back with a status report,
and either gave me the “okay'' or asked for help.
This allowed me and a number of special volunteers
to concentrate our efforts on a few key sections that
needed some attention, rather than trying to hike the
entire length of the route to try to keep track
of everything. It truly was a group endeavor by a
team of dedicated people. If you were part of this
effort, I am grateful to you for the sweat equity you
invested on our trail in support of this important
public relations effort by the FLLT.
Special thanks to the following volunteers who
answered the call to attend to a few trouble spots just
before the hikes: Tom Reimers, Roger Hopkins, Jack
and Dave Schurman, Louise Adie, John Skawski and
John's young sons Patrick and Fearless.

Pay Attention to Listserv and Website

I

f you haven't had your fill of trail work this year
yet, pay attention to the Cayuga Trails Club
Website under, “Events,” and watch your email
for notices from Suzanne Cohen. We probably
have one more group project in us before snow flies
and all are welcome to attend. You do not need
construction experience to help out, just a willingness to contribute, to get your hands dirty, and to
demonstrate a healthy sense of humor.

Cornell Outdoor Education Class Makes
Another Big Contribution

C

lass Instructor Mary McQuiggan and her
class of Cornell students were busy at work
as this newsletter went to press. They were
constructing a 40 foot puncheon bridge in a
wet spot on the Abbott Loop between Hill Road and
the junction with the main Finger Lakes Trail (FLT).
By the time you receive this newsletter, the bridge
will be providing a safe and dry way over some old
corduroy and stones which were slick and dangerous
when that area eventually floods in spring.
This is one of many projects Cornell Outdoor
Education has taken on for us, and the third and last
Mary will be involved with. She has made a number
of important contributions to our section of FLT in
her short time attending school in Ithaca, and I hope
she will return to visit us and the trail sections she
worked on after she graduates next May. By the way,
while she, I, and a class teaching assistant were
scoping out this last project, we discovered a little
brass plaque on a bridge spanning a small creek on
the Loop. It read, “Cornell Outdoor Education 1996”.
I am happy to do my part to help nurture the long
term collaboration our club has had with Cornell
over what has apparently been many, many years.

Road Walk on Rumsey Hill

W

hen hiking on Connecticut Hill, be alert to
a reroute in the Rumsey Hill Road area,
which cuts off the new reroute up in that
neighborhood. Hiking west to east, turn
right at the intersection of Rumsey Hill and
Connecticut Hill Roads. (we used to turn left) and
continue 0.6 mile until you reach Trumbull Corners
Rd. Then turn left and hike 0.5 mile until you pick
up the white blazes again.
Hikers are welcome to hike in Stevenson Forest
Preserve. Be alert for signs indicating the boundary
of the preserve and please respect the requests of a
local landowner. Please do not cross onto neighboring private properties.
Thanks to Lynda Rummel and Joe Dabes, who
have done a lot of behind the scenes work for us on
this issue.
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New Easement Secures
Part of Van Lone Loop

Trails Closed
For Hunting

ongratulations to Tom Reimers, who in
October concluded an effort spanning several
years by obtaining a trail easement from a
local landowner organization protecting the
Finger Lakes Trail. This new easement gives hikers
access to a part of the Van Lone Loop near County
Route 6 in Schuyler County indefinitely. I feel this is
one of the most important and long lasting contributions a person can make in support of hiking.
Easements truly are the way to go to protect the trail
corridor in perpetuity assuming a landowner is open
to amending their deed. Let’s hope they are a
harbinger of things to come.
Readers of this newsletter may be aware of the
tremendous pressures natural areas are under from
property developers in our area and resource extraction, especially gas wells, logging, and windmills.
We should be doing more to get permanent easements signed wherever possible when we are able to
and I am open to any suggestions on how to do this.

e alert to signs indicating closures of the
Finger Lakes Trail for hunting in the Satterly
Hill area of Schuyler County, from the
double bridges off Satterly Hill Road traveling eastward to the border with the National
Forest. To be safe, it would probably be best to
avoid the entire section, from trail-head to trail-head,
until deer season ends.
Please be safe while hiking this hunting season.
Wear a blaze orange jacket or vest, an orange hat,
and stay out of public lands, in particular, during
hunting season. The Finger Lakes Land Trust has
over 20 nature preserves in our area, many of them
closed to hunters and open to hikers, and they are a
great alternative for you this time of year. The FLT
crosses two of them right in our backyard: Lick
Brook Nature Preserve and Stevenson Forest
Preserve. You might want to check out the Martin
Preserve in Schuyler County, too; very pretty and off
the beaten path.

C

B

Tom "Superman" Reimers, Charlie the
FLNF trail fellow, Marvin Mobb the
Ranger, and Bill Fair work on the
causeway at Satterly Hill on September 5th.
Photo by Jay Zitter

Jay Zitter and Bill Fair hauling rocks for the
Causeway. Photo by Tom Reimers
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Mark Your Calendar
Saturday, Nov. 3

. . . . . . . Special Hike. Mystery Hike Number 3. Details page 6. Meet at 9 a.m. at Ithaca Shopping Plaza
by Taco Bell across NY Route 13 from K-Mart. Ithaca. Leader: Don Wilson at (607) 387-7500
or ddw9@cornell.edu.

Saturday, Nov. 10

. . . . . . . Special Hike. The Interloken Trail. Details page 7. Meet at 9:00 a.m. at U.S. Forest Service
parking area at south end of the Interloken Trail off Burnt Hill Road, north of Bennettsburg and
south of Wyckoff Road. Leaders: Jennifer at (607)753-8641 or JenJen2@usadatanet.net or
Marsha at (607) 546-7367 or mmz2@cornell.edu.

Sunday, Nov. 18

. . . . . . . Walk, Look and Learn Hike #526. Lime Hollow Nature Center. Details page 6. Meet at 9:00 a.m.
at Lime Hollow Visitor Center at 338 McLean Rd in Cortland. Leader: Chris Proulx,
(607) 279-2236, chris.proulx@gmail.com.

Tuesday, Dec. 4 . . . . . . .

Cayuga Trails Club, Inc.
P.O. Box 754
Ithaca, NY 14851-0754

Cayuga Trails Club Executive Board Meeting. Meet at 7:00 p.m. at either Scott Heyman
Conference Room, Old Jail, 125 East Court Street, Ithaca, or, second floor conference room
Court House 320 North Tioga Street, Ithaca. Members welcome.
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